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The Importance of Inquiry
in Collaborative Environments
by Donna L. Wiseman
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he need for improvement of educational experiences in teacher
education and public
schools has resulted in the formation of partnerships between universities and public schools
(Book, 1996). The primary focus
of school-university partnerships
is to insure that students in
teacher preparation programs and
teachers in partnership schools
are provided the necessary tools
to keep pace with information
growth, teaching and learning
innovations, and technological
advances. In turn, new and experienced teachers will be better
able to p~ovideadequate content
and access to our children in a
more efficient and timely Inanner.
Professional de\lelopn~ent
schools (PDSs) emerged in the
mid- 1980s as a potentially significant vehicle for advancing
both thc revitalization of teacher
education and the reform of P- 12
schooling (Abdal-Haqq, 1998).
The Holmes Group introduced
the label o f professional development school (PDS). Their
study, Tomormw 's Schools
(19861, described a PDS as a site
where practicing teachers and

administrators are brought together with university faculty in
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partnershjps that improve teaching and learning on the part of
their respective students and thus
unite theory and practice
(Stalljngs, Knight, & Wiseman,
1995). According to the 1986
report by the HoImes Group, a
PDS can be defined as a regular
elementary, middle, or high
school that works in partnership
with a university to develop and
detl~onstrate
Fine learning programs for
diverse students;
Practical, thought-provoking
preparation for novice teachers;
New ur~derstandingsand professional responsibilities for
experienced teachers;
Research projects that add to
all educators' knowledge
about how to make schools
more productive.
The concept of schooluniversity partnerships is certainly not a new idea. Many of
the same concepts are found in
John Dewey's Laboratory School
(Tanner, 1997). In the 1980s, a
description of school reform by
the American Federation of
Teachers (Levine, 1990) set out
many of the ideas associated with

PDSs. John Goodlad (1984) also
advocated the notion of educating teachers in sites where
innovative practice and research
could be combined with effective
teachers. The concept of schooluniversity partnerships seems to
make good sense from several
different perspectives.
Activities associated with
PDS are wide-ranging in diversity and scope. The basic tenet
of school-university work is that
clinical settings for teacher education should serve as places
where prospective teachers learn
best practice. The focus of a
PDS may be the K- 12 curriculum, preservice teacher education, inservice teacher education,
or a combination ofthe three. A
major goal of encouraging the
collaboration between schools
and universities is renewal and
restructuring of teaching and
learning in both sites. A PDS
provides the vehicle for schools
and universities to collaboratively restructure inservice andlor
preservice education, K-12 curriculum, school and university
course delivery, and research and
evolution of curricular projects or
PDS activities as a whole.
According to Osguthorpe,
Harris, Cutler, and Black (19951,
school university partnerships
take many forms and target many
different goals. It is unusual for
a PDS to be concerned equally
with all aspects of restructuring
(Clark,1 99 1). A very involved
PDS may target inservice teacher
development, preservice internships, and action research while
another PDS may focus solely on
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one aspect of restructuring, such
as the joint development and delivery of preservice methods
courses.
The best PDS shares a vision
of teaching as a professional
practice. Work in PDS is guided
by a commitment to a set of principles that includes a studentcentered approach to teaching
and learnitlg, the sharing of responsibilities between the partnering institutions, the simultaneous renewal of school and university, and a commitment to
provide equal opportunity for all
participants (Levine & Trachtman, 1997).
For the past few years, the
College of Education at Northern
Illinois University has been expanding its capacity for partnership work. Partnership development is at the heart of a recent reconceptualization of the administrative and curricular structures
of the College. The recent emphasis in partnership development has increased the number of
school-university collaborative
efforts. The partnerships change
the way university faculty, inservice teachers, and preservice
teachers work. Faculty who are
involved in school-university
partnerships spend more time in
the schools, and teachers in partnership schools take a greater
responsibility for the preparation
of teachers. Preservice teachers
have opportunities to participate
in longer clinical experiences,
increasing opportunities to connect theory and practice as they
are introduced to the teaching
profession.

Each partnership develops in
different ways and focuses on
different aspects of teacher education. As a result, our schooluniversity partnerships are
somewhat different although they
share common goals of improving teaching and learning in both
the schools and the College of
Education. Several specific activities have emerged from the
partnerships that characterize and
define the uniqueness of each of
our settings. Collaborative efforts between schools and the
College of Education result in the
integration of reading, language
arts, social studies, science, and
assessment strategies that impact
university courses and the elementary school curricula. The
clinical experiences associated
with initial teacher preparation
offer opportunities for collaborative efforts. One result of planning together has been the involvement of inservice teachers
in the supervision of ui~iversity
students who are participating in
clinical field experiences. Direct
teacher input has also resulted in
placing future teachers in districts throughout their undergraduate coursework. The practice, which we refer to as longterm placements, places future
teachers in a classroom or school
for multiple semesters.
Faculty working with the
NIU school-university partnerships began asking questions
about the changes and wondering
if we were really improving the
teacher education process. As a
result of our questions, a research
team made up of NIU teacher
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education faculty, doctoral students, and teachers from partnership schools set about to examine
the impact of our restructured
teacher preparation programs.
The research team, Research in
Partnership and Mentoring
(RPM), began meeting in January 1998 and formulated questions and collected data to find
answers. Some of what you will
read in the volume will reflect
the work of RPM. In this volume
of Thresholds, the faculty and
teachers associated with RPM
describe examples of schooluniversity partnerships existing
in the college of education, explain what it's like to be involved
in collaborative efforts and reveal
what they've learned from their
work.
The volume has been divided
into three major sections. The
first section describes two partnerships at very different points
of the process. Elizabeth Slrehle
and Francine Falk-Ross provide a
snapshot of the Kaneland-NIU
partnership during one semester.
Our collaborative efforts were
just in the infancy at the time the
authors wrote about their experiences. True to the nature of partnership development, the relationship has continued to grow
and a description of the partnership would be very different today. Laurie Elish-Piper and
Andrew Milson share the story of
a more mature partnership. As
you can tell by the description,
the Harlem-NIU partnership has
evolved into a complex program
that involves many people. The
two descriptions illustrate the

developmental nature of partnership work and suggest some of
the challenges and opportunities
presented by collaborative
endeavors.
One of the goals of schooluniversity partnerships is to provide professional development
for future and experienced teachers. The second section addresses this goal from multiple
perspectives. A schooluniversity team headed by Kenneth King describes the results of
professional development of experienced teachers in the ElginNIU partnership. The Project
TEAM description shares not
only the establishment of the Elgin-NIU partnership, but also the
findings of research that provide
insights regarding the impact of
the professional development of
teachers in the Elgin district.
Professional development of preservice teachers is a major focus
of partnership efforts. Deborah
Augsburger and Lisa Mehlig
provide a backdrop for three future teachers, Tim Hillesheim,
Melanie Powell, and Maya Smirnov, to write about their perceptions of what it's like to become
a teacher in a partnership setting.
The final section of the Journal presents two research studies
that evaluate the efforts to provide long-term placements of
preservice teachers. Kristine
Servais and Barbara Peterson talk
about ex tended placements in
slightly different ways. Kristine
talks about how the extended
placement processes came about,
and Barbara shows us how extended placements impact the
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perceptions and ideas of future
teachers. These two articles
demonstrate the results of the
research group who look at
common questions through different lenses. In each case, the
authors reflect on teacher preparation programs and try to capture the impact of changes on all
the players.
Stephanie L. Knight from
Texas A&M University looks at
our work from an outside perspective. She reviews all the
projects and analyzes the focus
and questions that emerge from
our inquiry. She establishes possible directions for future research and ends with the most
provocative question of all: What
can we do to sustain collaboration and partnership development
at Northern Illinois University?
Many examples of fine partnerships exist in the College of
Education at Northern Illinois
University. It is our hope that
this volume of Thresholds in
Education provides concrete examples of some of the schooluniversity partnerships. Through
these examples we hope to demonstrate the satisfaction that we
get from working together and
contributing to the development
of new and experienced educators. Sc,hool and university partners want to collaborativel y learn
about the most effective teaching
and learning. The bottom line, of
course, is providing the best education possible for students in
schools. If and when we are discouraged by the difficulty of the
work, that common purpose
keeps us going back to the table
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to discover better ways of doing
things together.
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Connecting Our Thoughts:
Establishing and Maintaining
School-University Partnerships
The establishment of a school-university partnership is a process; the development of each one i s
unique, depending on relationships, history, and shared visions (Book, 1996; Kochan, 1999). Moreover, partnerships may look different a t the beginning of their development than they do later In the
process. In the next two articles, the authors portray two partnerships at very different stages of development. An in-depth description of the Kaneland and Harlem partnerships contrast a beginning
partnership and one that i s more mature. The Kaneland partnership illustrates the first steps to building trust, the tentativeness of establishing defining characteristics, and the importance of building
trust and setting up ways to communicate. The Harlem partnership describes focused activities and
definite roles of the individuals who are working in the partnership. The initiation of an innovative
teacher education instructional strategy in Harlem illustrates that continuat change is inherent in the
collaborative processes.
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Kaneland-NIU Partnership:
The Beginnings of Collaboration
by Elizabeth Strehle and Francine Falk-Ross
Northern Illinois University

aneland Community
Unit School District No.
302 was formed in 1948
and provides schooling
for children in Pre-K through
12th grade. The District is located in southwest Kane County;
covers 140 square miles which
includes Elbum, Maple Park,
Sugar Grove and Virgil; and is
governed by a seven-member
elected Board of Education. A
verbal agreement exists between
the Northern Illinois University's
College of Education Dean Alfonzo Thurman and Kaneland
School District's Superintendent
Charles McCorrnick concerning
the potential of a mutually beneficial relationship between the
two ~artners.
The partnership at this time is
primarily focused on creating an
infrastructure for a steering
committee by engaging teachers
in study group discussions and
placing preservice teachers at the
two elementary schooIs and one
middle schooi. Although there is
discussion of a formal partnership agreement between the District and NIU, the schools are in
the beginning stages of developing as collaborative sjtes, consistent with descriptions o € evolving
school-university partnerships
(Osguthorpe, Harris, Black, Cut-
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ler, & Harris, 1995; NCATE,
1999). Still, there is a solid
agreement between the District
and NIU that learning to teach is
an extended process through

The preservice teachers
taught elementary
and middle grade
students guided by
language and literacy
assessments, shared and
paired reading events,
and comprehension
strategy lessons.
which preservice teachers act ively connect university coursework with clinical experiences
(Goodlad, 1997; Holmes Group,
1 990). To this end, university
supervisors and professors, as
well as Kaneland's cooperating
teachers and administrators, are
con~rnitted to collaborative goalsetting and supportive mentoring
necessary for the professional
development of preservice teach-

ers (Kagan, 1992; Liebeman,
1995) through a variety of programs.

Book Study Group
The book study, co-facilitated
by a NIU Professor and the
Kaneland School District's Instructional Director, presented
each teacher with a copy of Eric
Jensen's Teaching with the Bmiu
in Mind in the Spring of 1999.
The book became the focus of a
discussion with 1 3 tekchers meeting on seven Wednesday afternoons to discuss ideas and develop plans for enhancing Kaneland students' leanling. A follow-up study group was planned
to share the results of classroum

implementation with the concept
of the brain in mind. In an effort
to disseminate information, one
group of participants presented
what they had learned from the
Book study Group at a meeting
of the Board of Education. Another group focusing 011 the importance of early learning csycriences has planned a fair for parents to encourage home-school
connections for leaming.

Clinical Experiences and Reading CIasses
In one clinical experience,
College of Education students
partjcipated in a three-week field
experience. In doing so, practical learning is linked to the academic learning provided through
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methods instruction (DarlingHamrnond, 1998; Holmes, 1990).
This particular clinical experience is arranged to be taken a
semester before the student
teaching placement. The preservice teachers are organized into
cohort groups and placed in local
schools with cooperating teachers as suggested by
Hollingsworth (1 992). The majority of the students are enrolled
in the same Social Studies, Science, Language Arts, Reading,
and Tests and Measurements
classes. Each student is placed in
one classroom in which he or she
observes instruction in various
discipI ines, assists the cooperaling teacher in everyday activities
and routines, and plans and implements assigned tasks. These
tasks include a collaborativcly
developed language and literacy
assessment profile, observations
from the science and social studies perspective, and demonstration of reading strategies. The
number and nature of additional
support activities in the classroom are initiated at the discretion of the cooperating teacher
and university supervisor. During free periods, students are encouraged to observe in other
classrooms where they would see
a variety of methods of instmction and groupings of children.
The Kanclrtnd classroom experiences specifically complemented the university reading
methods class by providing a link
between theoretical knowledge
and practical application in the
preservice teachers' learning.
The preservice teachers taught

elementary and middle grade
students guided by language and
literacy assessments, shared and
paired reading events, and comprehension strategy lessons.
They received feedback and
mentoring from their cooperating
teachers, university supervisor,
and course instructors as recommended in the literature (Schon,
1997; Dewey, 1990). In a few
cases, the cooperating teachers
indicated that the preservice
teachers' instructional methods
created ideas for modifications in
their own teaching. The preservice teachers becattle familiar
with various organizations of
reading through informal conversation among the teacher educator, cooperating teacher, supcni sor, and preservice teachers. Thc
ticld experiences initiated imporlant and difficult questions in the
preservice teachers' understandings and provided goals for further study.
CoHaborative Efforts of the
University Faculty
A focus of the partnership is
to create a site for preservice
teachers to work side by side
with cooperating teachers in educating children for the 2 1st century (Holmes, 1990; NCATE,
1999). This partnership effort
necessitates collaboration between the university supervisor,
mc t hods professors, and the
classroom reacher. The
orgarliz3t1onof the clinical
ass~gntnentwas the first effort In
coordit~at~
ng the clinical
experience. The language arts
and the reading professors met
and agreed upon assignments that
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assignments that would be supported by both instructors as they
attempted to blur the boundaries
between their disciplines. Before
the students went into the field, a
seminar was held where the
methods instructors were invited
to help clarify and organize the
assignments that were to be
completed in the field. Studerits
met in groups I o discuss how
they might complete their assignments and how to present
their ideas to their cooperating
teachers. This time of organizing
and developing a plan of action
gave a sense of connectedness
between the methods courses and
the clinical experience. The
seminar also gave the university
supervisor at1 opportunity to become far~liliarwith the assignments the students would be
completing in the field.
To express the value of the
clinical experience as a genuine
part of academic learning, both
the reading professor and the director of clinicaI placements ohserved the students in the field
along with the university supervisor. As the reading professor
and the university supervisor
jointly observed the preservice
teachers, they clarified nssignments, observed preser~lice
teachers' readiness to work with
young children, and noted the
devclupment of the przservice
teachers' rtllationsliil~with the
cooperat~ngteaches.
Voice o f the Cooperating
Teachers
In an attempt to include the
cooperating teachers in the de-

sign of the clinical, two meetings
were scheduled at the school site
before the students arrived in the
field and a final debriefing was
arranged at the completion of the
experience. The first meeting
was a luncheon arranged by the
school district. At the luncheon
the university supervisor, the
teacher education chair, and the
director of clinical placements in
the College of Education were
introduced, and all participants
discussed the schedule of the experience. A packet of inforrnation was distributed to the teachers that contained rubrics for
evaluations, course syllabi, and
information on supervising preservice teachers. One week before the students arrived in the
field for the three-week experience, the university supervisor
visited each site and again went
over the course outline, observation surveys, and the developmental flow of the preservjce
teachers. This meeting allowed
time for the classroom teachers
to frnalize any questions and obtain all materials necessary for
the clinical. As a follow-up to
the meeting, each teacher was
sent an emajl attachment with all
necessary forms and was encouraged to keep in touch with the
university supervisor.
A distribution list was made
for all three schools. The lettet
and fornls were sent to the sites
via email. In a discussion with
the middle school assistant principal, it was noted that the email
had not been received by the
teachers. A resending was attempted, and the notice was
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again not received. Further exploration of how to stay connected electronically with the
cooperating teachers continues.
A web board was attempted also.
The web site and arrangements
for inservice training was not
possible until the students were
in the field, The realization that
the initial use of technology takes
more time, effort, and instruction
will be addressed in the next attempt in communicating electronically among school districts,
cooperating teachers, student
teachers, and supervising teachers.

The teachers were
appreciative of the
efforts of the students
to bring in new ideas,
be enthusiastic, provide
an 0ther perspective,
and offer another
pair of hands.
The university supervisor arranged a final debriefing of the
experience at each school site.
At the debriefing, each cooperating teacher was thanked for volunteering to supervise the preservice teachers and was given a
mug as a token of appreciation.
A dissemination project was
given to the teachers with a picture of each preservice teacher, a
card indicating how the experience had made them real in the
classroom, and their analysis of

the strengths of the school. As
the teachers engaged in a light
breakfast, they were asked to
share observations from the
clinical experience, contributions
of the preservice teachers,
strengths of the program, and
goals for the next clinical. This
sharing time provided an opportunity for the university supervisor and the classroom teachers to
continue a dialogue on the effectiveness of the program and to
offer suggestions for improvemen!. The positive aspects of the
partnership dom~natedthe conversation; mostly, the teachers
were appreciative of the efforts
of the students to bring in new
ideas, be enthusiastic, provide
another perspective, and offer
another pair of hands.
The strengths of the experience were numerous. For exarnple, the students participated in
grade level meetit~ys,conferences, artd faculty meetings, providing a broad overview of a
teacher's professional life. A
common concern for improvements in the experience focused
on the complexity of their university assignments and how they
were completed in the field.
Several teachers were concerned
that the time in the field should
be devoted to observing and
working with children rather than
completing course assignments.
Specific suggestions includcd
organizing the clinical experjence more intimately with the
methods classwork and having
students in the field the first
week the children are back in the
classroom. This arrangement
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would allow preservice teachers
an opportunity to see classroom
teachers setting up their rooms
and beginning the academic
school year. This would be a
valuable experience that is often
missed in the education of the
preservice teachers due to the
delayed beginning of the university schoo! schedule.
The Institute Day was a professional development day for
the teachers o n the topic of assessment. Mixed feelings were
expressed on the effectiveness of
this event. Since there is so little
time for students to reflect and
work, this time might be better
used for activities that would be
meaningful to preservice teachers. One classroom teacher suggested the addition of more time
for the p r e s e ~ i c eteachers to get
to know the specific school culture with the assistance of the
cooperating teacher.
It was discovered that time tfi
learn from the cooperating
teacher differed from placcment
to placemmt and relied on the
willingness of the cooperating
teachers to work with the preservice teachers. Time became a
source of discussion for most cooperaring teachers, as they
viewed their time as sacred and
personal, and not time to spend
teaching prestrvice teachers.
Therefore, scheduling time with
the cooperaling teacher to plan
and reflect became problemat~c
as well.
Student Reflections
The importance of studcn t reflection in effecting cognitive

change cannot be undervalued
(Zeichner & Liston, 1987). The
students were required to keep a
daily journal of their classroor~~
experiences while in the field.
The students were told to observe
a critical incident and discuss
their reaction to the experience.

The importance of
student refection in
effectirrg cognitive
cha~lgecannot
be rrndewalued.
Most of the students took the experience seriously and spent time
reflecting about the students.
their lessons, and their relationship with the cooperating teachers. This on-going dialogue with
the univcrsity supervisor forced
the student to reflect on the day
and examine their own beliefs
about teaching. The purpose of
journaling was to develop reflection as a 'habit of rnitlcl' and understanding of teaching as a fluid
event, situated in a cultural site
(Eldred &: Mortensen, 1992).
The most complex reflections
came from individuals whose
personal be1 iefs were challenged
and who began to document
changes in their beliefs about
teaching. Amie made this comment after working in a group
with preservjce teachers:
I rititlk tom much of myseIf I
never like lo work in groups and
there hcrs b ~ e nso much group
work in [he reacher education
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program. I assumed it was hecause the instructor 15,orrldrather
grade ten orffleen unirs rhrrn
thirty. 1 always feel like I know
more and want to work mure
than my group mates, brtt he
funny thing is Ifeel that wuy before I even know who they will
he. That shouEd be mjlfirst clue
that I have to try to rerhink my
strrrlegy. We were assrgned a
short in-rlass project. One of the
group t~lernbersstarted coming
up with sotrte excellent suggestions, most of which we intplemented. I liked rhe ldeas so
much 1 urn going to carry part of
the little project into my clussroom. That was really u timefor
me lo he humbled. I huve a lo( of
qu~.~trons
n t ~ dI will uv(zi1 myself
c ! f ' r l 1 4 ~ sewires of more exper!enced tenchers, but where I need
~11o1.k
is usking for ideas from
orher pcople who Iperceive as
equal. If1 teach forjive years
utrd u new teacher comes in. I
will ty lo sfufftk(>wr~
my tencirncy
to feel superior, I l c or skc might
huve great new idt7r-r~ntrd I
should avail nlyseljto them us
much os I try to help them to gel
acclimated (Student's reflection
on text, Through Preservice
Teachers' Eyes, by Knowles and
Cole, on Nov. 3 )
This reflectiotl captures Sue
reflecting on the grade level she
feels con7 fortable teaching:
I ' w hectt doit~gsorjle more lhinking rlh()ut whut grade level 1
worrld like iu reach. The more I
hrzve become involved in this
school,the more I have been
considering a higher grade level
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than I had once thought. I had

originally thought that I wanted
to teach third grade orfourth
grade only, but now I am seriously considering adding 5th and
6th grade to my list of desirable
choices. We'll see what happens.
It 's very interesting to note the
diference in the grade levels. i
have found myselfable to do so
much more with the older kids,
and I enjoy that. I also am realizing how much Ienjoy teaching
literature. If1 ever decided to
teach in a middle school I think
that I would want that to be my
area offocus. (October 20, 1999)
Cesar's reflections crystallize
his Ieanings about pumphns
along with the kindergarten children. His enthusiasm for teaching and learning with the children are highlighted in the details
of preparing for a trip to the
pumpkin patch:
Today is our field trip to the
pumpkn patch. Things were
busy this morning. The kids
came in and were vely excited.
Before we lefi we made sure to
take care of a few details. First
any money, notes, or permission

slips had to be turned in. We
then had a bathroom break. This
is very important with kids this
young especially before a field
trip. Another piece of advice I
was given was to always bring
tissue. It was cold that day and
tissues were needed for all the
runny noses. When we got to the
pumpkin patch I was excited!
I have never been to a pumpkin
patch. We were given a quick
quiz on pumpkins. I never knew
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there were two kinds of pumpkins, stock and cheese. We were
all given the chance to pick our
own little pumpkins. We were
driven to the field by tractor.
Later that morning we had a
choice of either going through
the straw maze, corn maze,
haunted trail, play lot, or animal
farm. The best part for me was
in the animal pen. Animals are
so interesting to observe. After
about two hours it was time lo
go. At this point I was cold and
tired but I'm glad I got to experience this morning. (October 22,
1999)

The most complex
reflections came
from individuals
whose personal
beliefs were
challenged and
who began to
document changes
in their beliefs
about teaching.
The preservice teachers were
focused on seizing the moment capturing every possible opportunity to become better teachers.
The confidence that these students gained from working in the
classroom resulted in gaining the
tmst of their cooperating teacher
who then allowed each preservice teacher to spend more time
teaching. Through reflection the
impact of growth during the field

experience was captured for each
preservice teacher.
Contemplating a Partnership:
Next Steps
The opportunity to develop
relationships with classroom
teachers in the Kaneland School
District this semester has been
exciting and beneficial for all
stakeholders in the partnership.
The students, overall, have nad
tremendously positive experiences based on their success in
completing classroom assignments and teaching the whole
class. How we move to a greater
involvement with the cooperating
teacher is always a lingering
concern for the development of a
partnership between Kaneland
and NIU. Several cooperating
teachers expressed a special interest in supervising and being
involved in supervising a student
teacher. For the methods instructors, collaboration can be used to
increase the volume of assignments while trying to improve
their quality. The question remains as to how to construct a
mutually beneficial relationship
that strengthens both the education of the preservice teacher and
the academic success of the children in the classroom.
Linda Darling-Hammond
(1 998) suggests that new teacher
education programs envision the
professional teacher as one who
learns from teaching rather than
as one who has fnished learning
how to teach. Similarly, the research of Dieker and MondaArnaya (1 997) underscores the
importance of providing some
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structure to the reflective thinking process of preservice teachers. Integrating problem-solving
strategies to teaching events has
been shown to create dramatic
changes in preservice teachers'

abilities to reflect (Yost, Sentner,
& Forlenza-Bailey, 2000). With
this in mind, the area of development that will next be addressed will be the expansion of
self-evaluations and the further

development of alternative assessments beyond their present
level lo more critical analyses
among all stakeholders.
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Harlem - NIU Partnership:
Continuing Connections
by Laurie Elish-Piper and Andrew J. Miison
Northern Illinois University
ntroduction
Teacher educators face
the challenge of helping
preservice teachers connect theory arid practice by providing meaningful experiences in
both university and K-12 classrooms (Britzman,199 1; Goodlad,
1988; Holmes Group, 1990).
Recently, hndamental concerns
have been raised about the relevance, rigor, and quality of
teacher education programs. Innovative practices such as
school-university partnerships,
integrated methods courses, and
extended clinical placements are
currently being explored as possible ways to address the calls for
improved teacher education. In
this article, we will highlight the
major goals, key components,
challenges, and general outcomes
of a partnership between the Harlem Consolidated School District
and Northern Illinojs University
(Harlem-NW).
The Harlem-MU Partnership
has grown to its current form
over the past five years and currently involves approximately 30
elementary teachers in the Harlem District, 30 elementary education majors (interns) at NIU, 6
clinical faculty members in Harl e n ~and 5 NTU faculty members.
Harlem teachers serve as mentor
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teachers for NlCJ interns during
their clinical experience in the
semester prior to student teaching. The clinical experience for
Harlem interns begins on the first
day of the Harlem school year
and continues one day a week for
ten weeks, leading up to a fulltime, three-week experience.

Fundnmental concerns
Iiave beer1 raised about
the relevance, rigor, and
quality of teacher
education programs.
The expectations for the clinical
experience are deve!oped collaboratively by Harlem and NIU
each year, and the supervision of
interns is also shared. During the
second semester, interns and
mentor teachers elect to continue
their collaboration through student teaching. Thus, in the sixteen-week, full-time practicum of
student- teaching, irlterns [night
remain in the same classroom
with the same metltor teacher as
in their previous clinical, or they
might move to another school or
teacher within the district. The
partnership is built on the belief

that each child deserves a caring,
competent teacher (DarlingHammond, 1996, 1997) and that
the best way to accomplish this
goal is through the collaboration
of schools and universities. We
have adopted the notion of developing caring and competent
teachers as the focus of the partnership and have developed four
key goals to address this focus:
Connecting theory to practice.
Connecting university melhods courses, clinical experience, and public school classrooms.
Developing and implementing innovative instructional
models.
Providing on-going professional development opportunities.
L

In the following sections we duscribe key cornponents of the
partnership that have developcd
over the years as a means of addressing these goals.

Integrated Curriculum
Curriculum integralion offers
many benefits for all teachers,
but it is particularly valuable at
the elementary level. Elementary
teachers are faced with the challenge of teaching several subject
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areas and a multitude of essential
skills in a limited period of time.
Unfortunately, some subject areas, such as social studies and
science, have traditionally been
sacrificed in order to provide
more attention to reading, writing, and math skills. Curriculum
integration provides the opportunity to accomplish multiple subject matter and skills-related
goals in a more holistic, meaningful, and time-efficient manner. A key challenge arises,
however, in that curriculum integration is a difficult task to accomplish. As we have learned
through our experiences in this
partnership, interns typically
struggle with the advanced skills
required to develop effective integrated units. In order to begin
developing these skills, interns
are provided with models of integrated, thematic units for use as
a resource during their clinical
experience. Furthermore, the
NIU instructors work to model
integrated teaching during methods courszs.
Integrated Thematic Units
A team of university faculty
and school-based teachers collaborated to develop the model,
integrated, thematic units for
grades one through six. These
thematic units demonstrate curriculum integration that utilizes
best practices and addresses national standards, state standards,
and district objectives in the major subject areas. In addition,
each unit incorporates the use of
a variety of authentic assessment
techniques and technology appli-

cations. These units are used for
demonstration and engagement
purposes in the university rnethods courses; furthermore, during
the clinical experience, the mentor teachers and their interns

Curriculum integration
provides the opportunity
to accomplish multiple
subject matter and
skills-related goals
in a more holistic,
meaningful, and
time-efficient manner.
team-teach using lessons from
the units. The units focus on the
following themes:
Grade 1: How can we promote a
healthy lifestyle for our families
and ourselves?
Grade 2: How and why do living things establish and live in
communities? (focus on animal
communities)
Grade 3: How and why do living things establish and live in
communities? (focus on human
communities)
Grade 4: What can we do to
promote water quality now and
in the future?
Grade 5: What are the various
perspectives of the American
Revolutionary War, and how do
these perspectives affect our understandings of war?
Grade 6 : How are the members
of communities interdependent,
and how do these interdependen-
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cies affect communities and their
members?
Integrated University Methods
Courses and Clinical
Experience
During the clinical experience
semester, interns are enrolled in
methods courses for reading,
language arts, social studies, and
science assessment. The methods courses are integrated in several ways. NIU instructors team
teach Integrated Curriculum Experience (ICE) sessions on crosscurricular topics, such as cooperative learning, lesson planning,
and classroom management.
Several course assignments also
tie methods experiences together
(e.g., the student literacy portfolio and teaching inquiry project).
In addition, substantial connections are made between university courses and the clinical experience, including field-based
assignments, WebBoard discussions, and presentations of the
Teaching Inquiry Projects in the
Harlem district.
Collaborative planning begins in the Summer prior to the
start of the Partnership year, and
instructors for the various
courses meet to plan their syllabi,
identify ICE sessions, and develop integrated assignments.
Instructors often must compromise to provide consistency and
coordination in the Partnership.
For exampIe, because time must
be spent on the integrated capstone experience (i.e., thematic
unit or teaching inquiry project),
some discipline-speci fic content,
processes, and experiences must

be condensed or eliminated.
Common agreement must be established regarding expectations
and evaluation procedures, so the
Partnership block provides consistency and cohesion for its students rather than the compartmentalized experience that is
generally available in traditional
programs. Once the semester
begins, on-going meetings and email communications are essential. Therefore, it is not uncommon to spend several hours each
week in planning meetings,
phone conversations, or e-mail
exchanges with other nlembers of
the teaching team.
Integrating Technology into
the Partnership
The effective infusion of
technology into teaching is a nationwide concern that has been
reflected in the goals and priorities of the College of Education
at W . Similarly, the members
of the Harlem-MU partnership
consider meaningful infusion of
technology not only to be a priority in their own practice, but they
also recognize the importance of
modeling and developing related
skills in the preservice teachers.
Harlem's own commitment to the
infusion of technology i s demonstrated in their efforts to maintain
at least six working computers in
each classroom, a virtual learning
community, and on-going inservice training.
Technology integration
within the partnership takes
nlmy forms and serves many
functions. For example, many of
the N U faculty working in the

partnership, as well as many of
the mentor teachers in the district
maintain web pages. Interns
must access course web sites for
course assignments, readings,
grading criteria, and announcements. Also, many mentor
teachers ask their interns to support the maintenance of the elementary classroom web sites. In
both instances, interns learn how
to access and move through web
sites and how web sites can be
used to support instruction.
Also, in their university coursework, interns Iearn how to set up
their own, personal web pages.
They can use the information
learned from their experience
with both university and elementary class web sites to support
their own design and development.

Harlem's own
cornrnitment to the
infusion of technology
is demorjstrated in their
efforts to maintain at
least s k working
computers in each
classroom, a virtnal
learning community,
and on-going
in -service training.
Interns also learn how to instruct elementary students in using the web. In courses, interns
are required to research using the

web,and its various search engines so that they may model doing so with children. Furthermore, interns have the opportunity to engage in WebQuest,
which is an inquiry-based activity that utilizes internet resources
(http:Iledweb.sdsu ,edu/webquest/
webquest.html)). The mentor
teachers use such methods to engage their students in inquiry,
enabling interns to see elementary students researching topics
of study in the classroom (e.g..
virtual tours of cities when doing
a unit on travel).
Students are also required to
participate in asynchronous, online discussions using the WebBoard software application.
These discussjons occur over the
course of the semester and provide a forum of reflections and
discourse on general education
issues such as classroom management and the characteristics
of students at various levels.
Through the Web Board, interns
are not only able to explore topics of conccrn outside of the limits of their own class time, but
they are also able to fonn a virtual learning community that acts
as an extension of their coursework and clinical experiences. In
fact, as the discussion on Web
Board progress, peer mentoring
often becomes the norm. In such
mentoring, the int ems o fkred
advice, suggestions, and feedback to support one another
about issues of concern in their
coursework, clinical experience,
and professional development.
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major projects intended to provide a meaningful capstone experience to the Fall semester.
From 1996-1998, interns devel-
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oped integrated, thematic units
aligned with their clinical placement, district objectives, state
standards, and national standards.
While the units tended to be very
beneficial for some of the interns,
others struggled to move beyond
the lesson-level to consider curriculum from a broader perspective. In addition, several members of the NIU team found the
rhematic units problematic in
terms of the presence or absence
of specific disciplines. The question was often raised, "What do
we sacrifice in individual disciplines in order to promote integration?'Another question that
we asked regularly was, "Are
preservice teachers developmentally ready to write curriculum at
this stage of their professional
development?'Afier a great
deal of debate, discussion, and
soul-searching among all members of the Harlem and NU
teams, the development of an integrated, thematic unit was no
longer required beginning in the
Fall of 1999.
As the Partnership seeks to
prepare reflective practitioners,
the Teac.hing Inquiry Project is
now used as the capstone cxperience for the second professional
semester. Interns work with their
mentor teachers to identify a
challenge, problem, or question
related to the Harlem classroom.
The inten~sreview the profes-
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sional literature, record their personal observations, and engage in
gathering other relevant information to confirm the challenge and
develop an intervention plan to
address it. Next, the interns implement their intervention plans
in their Harlem classrooms and
collect data about its effectiveness. Finally, interns analyze the
impact of the intenlention and
present their findings to their
peers and other educators. Sample Teaching Inquiry Projects
have included, " Reading Strategies for a Struggling Third-Grade
Student," "Making Cooperative
Learning Effective: Comparisons
of Fourth- and Sixth-Grade
Classrooms," "Fitness: Promoting Daily Exercise as a Classroom Teacher," "Classroom
Management during Transition
Times," and "Tackling the
Homework Issue: Using Parent
Involvement ."

The yzrestion was often
raised, "What do we
sacrifice in individual
disciplines in order to
promote integration ? "
At the end of the semester,
the NIU interns present their
Teaching Inquiry Projects at the
annual Harlem-NIU Integrated
Curriculum Conference. The
Conference allows NIU interns to
demonstrate their understanding
of teaching and learning, as well
as their growth as preservice

teachers. The conference is used
in lieu of traditional final examinations. Harlem mentor teachers,
NIU instructors, administrators
from Harlem and NTU, and other
District personnel and educators
interested in preservice teacher
education are invited to attend
the conference. Feedback from
the interns, mentor teachers. and
NIU team has been positive
regarding the impact and
outcomes of the Tcaching
Inquiry Projects.
Professional Development
Professional development
opportunities are a critical component of the Partnership. These
opportunities center on helping
mentor teachers reflect on their
own practice, stay current regarding new educational methods and
approaches, and take on leadership roles within the Partnership
and the District. The focus on
pro fissional development is an
important key to helping ensure
effective instruction for children
and high quality clinical placements within the PLutnership.
All mentor teachers participate in an annual Summer workshop. These workshop sessions
occur over a one-week period
and are facilitated by Harlem and
NIU team members. The workshop focuses on three major obj ectives:
1. To understand and gain expertise in the implementation
of integrated thematic units
(model units created by Harlem teachers and NIU
instructors).

2. To gain knowledge about and

become actively involved in
improving the NIU Elementary Teacher Education Program.
3. To learn about best practices
in reading, language arts, science, social studies, and assessment.

In addition to presentations,
hands-on activities, and teaching
demonstrations, workshop participants reflect on the previous
year in the Partnership and plan
classroom activities for the coming year. Through the collaboration of the Harlem mentor teachers and NIU instructors at the
workshop, expectations and
guidelines for the clinical experience are determined, and a
schedule of extended clinical experiences is developed. To develop solutions and plans for the
coming year, workshop participants also examine Partnership
problems of the previous year..
Finally, goals and plans for the
coming year are developed collaboratively.
Harlem teachers are able to
earn NIU graduate credit or Harlem staff development credit for
participating it1 the workshops.
As part of their involvement in
the workshops, NIU instructors,
intems, and each mentor teacher
receives copies of the unit at
hisher grade level and the associated hands-on classroom materials and children's literature.

Clinical Faculty
A supervision team works
with the intems to support, ob-

and other teachers in their classrooms. It makes me think about
my own teaching and why I do
what I do." Another clinical faculty member noted, "I have clarified what I believe about teaching and learning because I've
been able to discuss these things
with my intems and their mentor
teachers. Before being a clinical
faculty person, I never had the
time or chance to do this kind of
thinking a d sharing."
Workshops for Interns
Because of their expertise as
practitioners, mentor teachers
volunteer to develop workshop
presentations for the i.nterns on
practical topics related to teaching. The inten] workshops provide additional recognition for
the strengths attd experiences the
mentor teachers possess. In addition, the interns are able to learn
from other mentor teachers, and
they can benefit from learning
about important topics from a
school-based educator who can
offer many practical suggestions
and insights. Previous workshops have included:
Classroom Organization and
Management Strategies
Technology in the Harlem
Classroom
Special Education, Inclusion,
and At-Risk Students and
Programs in Harlem
Frameworks Literacy Program Overview
Math Manipulatives
Learning Strategies
Team Teaching
Managing Hands-on Science
in the Classroom
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serve, and evaluate their teaching. The supervision team is
composed of the university supervisor and 6 clinical faculty
members h m Harlem. The
clinical faculty members are all
master teachers who have participated in specific training provided by the university supervisor to prepare for this role. Clinical faculty members receive a
small stipend and several halfday releases to complete this
work. It should be noted that the
university supervisor also teaches
one of the methods courses to
provide increased communication and coordination between
clinical and course components.
Clinical faculty serve several
key roles in the Partnership.
These master teachers offer an
additional level of support and
assistance for the interns while
they are working in the District.
The cljnical faculty also provide
a school-based perspective when
observing and evaluating the interns' teaching. Moreover, they
provide an additional line of
communication among the interns, mentor teachers, and university team. The clinical faculty
members experience key benefits
as well. These educators receive
recognition for their status as
master teachers, and they also are
able to take on a leadership role
in the Partnership. Other benefits
include opportunities for clinical
faculty to visit other classrooms,
grade levels, and schools to get
new ideas and network with
other educators. One clinical
faculty member comn~ented,"I
learn so much as I watch intems

.

.

Changing Roles in the Partner-

ship
As the Partnership grows and
develops, participants find their
roles changing, expanding, and
taking on new dimensions. Interns find they must operate as
professionals rather than students
because of the increased clinical
experience expectations. Mentor

Interns find they
must operate as
professionals rather
than students because
of the in ereused clinical
experience expectations.
teachers find that they are not
only educators of elementary
children, but they are also teacher
educators. Mentor teachers and
university faculty must also be
willing to open their classes and
their own teaching practice to
scn~tinyas they invite one another, peers, and intems to offer
suggestions. Thus, university
faculty find they must consult
with colleagues and mentor
teachers as they plan and implement their courses. In addition,
university faculty struggle with
their involvement in the Partnership in terms of the current rewards structure and issues of
promotion, tenure, and merit.
Considering Outcomes
Research on the Partnership
began in 1998, and initial findings are now available. Because

the formation and maintenance of
the Partnership is such a complex
enterprise with so many stakeholders, it is difficult to determine how success is to be measured. For example, University
faculty might measure success by
the reflectivity and professional
knowledge base of graduates.
Mentor teachers might measure
success by classroom teaching
and management skills demonstrated by the interns. The intenls might measure success by
their ability to complete their
student teaching and secure a job.
As we begin to complete research, other concerns have been
raised, such as "What are the issues related to doing research in
our own programs?" and "What
impact does the research process
have on the Partnership ikel f?"
In closing, the words of Partnership participants explain the
Partnership best. Linda, a Preservice Teacher completing her
senior student teaching outside
the Partnership explains, "I am
grateful to have been a part of the
Harlem-NIU Partnership. Back
then it seemed like a lot of stress,
but now I realize how much I
learned. Five weeks into my student teaching and I am responsible for everything! I can honestly say that the Partnership was
the most beneficial experience of
my college career." St~aut~a,
a
Preservice Teacher doing her
student teaching inside the Partnership stated, "The Partnership
really prepared me for my student teaching. I started teaching
the first day of the semester. The
kids already knew me, and they
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saw me as their teacher." A
mentor teacher explained, "The
interns in the Partnership are so
much more prepared than other
student teachers we get from
other programs." Reflecting on

Five weeks into mj7
student teaching and
I am responsible for
everything! I can
honestly say that the
Partnership was the
most beneficial

experience of my
college career.
her own preparation as a teacher,
a mentor commented, "The Pattnership is so different from the
way I was prepared as a teacher.
I lhink this is the way it should
be." Another mentor leacher explained, "We all learn so much in
the Partnership-the interns, thc
mentors, and most importantly,
the kids. It makes all of us better
teachers." Finally, a principal in
the Harlem District summed up
the practical value of the Partnership by stating, "We like to hire
intems from the Partnership because they are well-prepared,
they know our school system,
and they can hit the ground running."
Observations, anecdotal evidence, and focus groups indicate
that the Partnership has been a
valuable framework for educating teachers; however, additional
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research is needed to document
partnership outcomes.
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Connecting Our Thoughts:
Recognizing the Importance
of Professional Development
In the introductory articles, you read about partnerships at two different stages of
development. The two descriptions demonstrate that professional development is at
the heart of school-university partnerships (Book, 1996). Two aspects of professional development, the professional development of experienced teachers and the
preparation of new teachers (Norlander-Case, Regan, & Case, 1 999) are present in
most school-university partnerships. The next two articles illustrate ways that professional development is approached in two school-university partners hips. The first
article explains how Project Team links the preparation o f new teachers to the continuing professional development of experienced teachers. The second example describes an innovative teacher education instructional strategy and i t s impact on the
development of new teachers. The articles i n this section u s e the voices of experienced teachers and teachers-in-training t o help explain the impact of schooluniversity work on their own professional development.
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Project TEAM:
Collaborating to Change Science Teaching
by Kenneth P. King and Thomas E. Thompson
Northern Illinois Universiv
Deborah Schrnalhoiz and Judith Ball
School District U-46
Anne Herrmann
Northern Illino~sUniversib
ntroduction
Preparing teachers has
always been one of the
critical and challenging
tasks of a College of Education.
Preparing effective science
teachers adds one level to that
already complex task, with the
addition of specialized content
knowledge and the importance of
appropriate pedagogical knowledge. Project TEAM, as part of a
developing partnership between
Northern Illinois University and
School District U-46, took on the
task of examining the needs of
effective teacher preparation.
These needs provided the organizing principles to design and
apply to a staff development program focused on improving the
quality of science teacher preparation for both practicing teachers and preservice teachers (King
& Thompson, 1999a).

I

Background on Project Team
Project TEAM, Teacher Education for the Approaching Millennium, represented an initiative
designed to improve elementary
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education teacher preparation,
content knowledge among both
preservice and inservice teachers,
and the desire to better connect
the theoretical constructs from
the science education community
with the practical concerns expressed by preservice teachers
during an in-school clinical
experience.

The District reported
that 66 different lam
guages were spoken by
U-46 students in a
recent bilingual census.
Background on U-46 and
Northern Illinois University:
To address the scope of this
initiative, Project TEAM was
developed through a partnership
involving the College of Education at Northern lllinois University; Elgin, Illinois School District U-46; and a parochial school
located in Elgin, 1L. The College

of Education offers a large
teacher education program, with
approximately 250 graduates
yearly in Elenlentary Education.
School District U-46 in Elgin is
the second largest school district
in the state of Illinois. It is a
large and varied district, with a
large number of students from
under-represented populalions
and a wide range of socioeconomic levels. In 1998, U-46
served over 34,000 students. The
District reported that 66 differen1
languages were spoken by U-46
students in a recent bilingual
census. Approximately 26% of
U-46 students are of Hispanic
origin, 8% are AfricanAmerican, 6% are AsianAmerican, and less than 1% are
Native American (School District
U-46, 1999). St. Joseph's, 3 parochial School in Elgin, serves
the same community, with an
even higher (approximately 50"/0)
number of the students from under-represented populations.
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Formation of a Partnership
Conceived as a partnership
bridging theory and practice in
science education, Project TEAM
recognized at the outset the challenges of connecting university
models of best practice with the
realities of the urban school setting. The cooperating teachers
were involved in the beginning
of the program providing models
of best practice in pedagogy.
Through these early cooperative
efforts, a strong connection between methods course theory and
classroom practice was achieved.
Staff Development and Partnerships: A District Perspective
District U-46 is committed to
supporting the continuous improvement of its professional
staff. The Professional Growth
Department coordinates many

The university
professors gained a
clearer picture from the
teachers of how science
instruction plays out in
actual classrooms,
I :

I

i
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resources-both in and out-ofdistrict-to provide that suppori
in many forms, contexts and
formats, which is consistent with
national staff development standards (National Staff Developmen[ Council, 1995). The District Professional Growth Plan

was built on the foundations of
direct relevance to cunjculum

and instruction; l o n g - t m programs with provisions for practice, feedback, and follow-up; a
collegial atmosphere; and standards-based content. These are
all hallmarks of best instructional
practice and successful professional growth; these were also
descriptors of Project TEAM.
University coElaborations and
partnerships are consistently
mentioned in U-46 needs assessment surveys as high-priority
for professional development;
therefore, partnerships such as
Project TEAM provided excellent opportunities for teachers to
engage with other educators in a
supportive learning environment.
Teachers benefited from the
boost in science instruction from
their university colleagues, with
the content and projects of the
coursework directly related to the
district curriculum. The university professors gained a clearer
picture from the teachers of how
science instruction plays out in
actual classrooms. Preservice
teachers benefited from the
weeks of collegial interaction in
classrooms with their cooperating teachers, and the teachers became more reflective practitioners from this mentoring experience. In addition, teachers from
the various schools had the opportunity to network with their
colleagues from across the djstrict, which is one of the aims of
district-wide professional development. Project TEAM, with
these multiple levels of interaction, helped to break through the
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isolation in which teachers typically operate, and promoted a
professional learning community
(DuFour & Eaker, 1998).
The U-46 staff also reported,
in the Spring 1999 Needs Assessment Survey, an immediate
need for support with the integration of technology in curriculum
and instruction. The District offered a number of programs,

This type ofpartnership
also broke through
the traditional thinking
about university
and school district
connections with regard
to professional
growth-that is, the
university as just the
provider of graduate
credit courses or guest
spea kers/lrcturers.
workshops, and resources to address this need; the Project
TEAM technology component
was a perfect match of professional development to teacher
need that was also aligned with
the District's plan. Curriculumspecific applications, time to plan
and perfect them, and feedback
from partners before, during, and
after implementation were all
necessary for quality integration
of technology in instruction
(What Matters Most, 1996).

These were all built-in features
of Project TEAM.
This type of partnership also
broke through the traditional
thinking about university and
school district connections with
regard to professionai growththat is, the university as just the
provider of graduate credit
courses or guest speakers/
lecturers. With each institution
having particular needs to be addressed by the partnership, and
each contributing certain expertise to the enterprise, there truly
was more of a collegial relationship. The combination of factors
and forces became a case of the
whole being greater than the sum
of its parts: teamwork toward
student achievement.
Partnerships and Staff Development in Science
Teachers in the elemerltary
school are typically not extensively trained in concepts of science. Because of this, many
teachers express lack of confidence in teaching science, as well
as minimal understanding of how
to do so in a manner that encourages student inquiry. With the
current need to understand and
implement the recommendations
of the National Sciettce Education Standardr ( 19961, teachers
are apparently in need of instruction and personaWprofessiona1
experiences both in science content, for their own background
teaching knowledge, arid in the
pedagogy of best practice, to
promote an inquiry-based scicr~ce
learning environment.

U-46 has a number of profcssional growth initiatives at present to encourage teachers to become more scientifically literate
themselves and to provide classrooms that encourage inquiry.
The inclusion of a partnership
with an institution of higher education, Northern Illinois University, as a part of that cluster of
professional growth opportunities, has broadened both the
scope and the depth of teacher
involvement. Many teachers
have been able to connect the

The creation of a
community of learners
is crucial to the
irnprovent enr of
education a1 practice,
and partnerships
such as this
one promote
discourse among
teachers in
various settings.

classrooms has been invaluable.
The creation of a community of
learners is cnicial to the improvement of'educational practice, and partnerships such as this
one promote discourse among
teachers in various settings, from
the formal ones provided in the
Project TEAM settings, to the
informal ones provided in teachers' lounges, faculty meetings,
district committee meetings, and
network meetings, to name just a
few. The process of learning together becomes as powerful a
model for children's learning as
it is a model for the learning of
the participants themselves. This
is a11 important lessor: for both
preservice and inselvice teachers.
Project TEAM has served as
the catalyst to move the U-46 and
NIU partnership from a Field
Site to an Associate Professional
Developmet~tSchool. A formal
partnership agreement is the
missing element prohibiting the
characterization of being a Professional Development School.
It is hoped that with the increased
involvement of the new partnership position within the College

of Education, a formal agreement
will happen soon.
knowledge gained in the Project
TEAM experience to others they
have had within the District's
offerings, while other teachers
have participated primarily in the
Project TEAM experience. Regardless of the type of teacher
involvement, the opportunities
for teachers to share and apply
their knowledge with peers as
well as with the preservice teachers who have been placed in their

Project Development and lmplementation
To support the relationship
among these parties, the project
was developed in four phases,
each involving onz or more of
the constituencies represented in
Project TEAM.
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Phase I: Developrnetlr of Content Knowledge
Fifty teachers were invited to
participate in Project TEAM. A
six-weekend, staff development,
training period was conducted at
a Northern Illinois University site
by the two-person team of science educators from M U using
the Operation Primary Physical
Science (OPPS, 1996a; 1996b)
staff development materials.
Primary teachers were instructed
in the study of the following
three topics: Simple Machines
and Motion, Matter and Changes,
and Electricity and Magnetism.
These topics were selected because they represent appropriate
content ranging from grades K to
3 and because they represent an
essential knowledge base for
other physical science concepts.
As a result of the staff development, teachers achieved a basic level of understanding of selected physical science concepts.
This was acconlpljshed through a
series of inquiry-based workshops in which the teachers examined their content howledge
through a series of experiences
designed to cl~allengetheir
knowledge of the subject matter.
Insofar as possible. the approach
paralleled the constructivist approach to learning advocated by
learning theorists (Fosnot, 1989;
Martin, 1999). Application of
the learning cycle, for instance,
was used to develop stitdent experiences with concepts before
applying names to concepts. In
the case of one of the workshop
sessions, teachers interacted with
magnets and derived the Law of

Magnetic Poles from their experiences rather than from direct
instruction or lecture.
Moreover, as a part of the
staff development, teachers developed a curriculum outline as a
precursor to developing a complete instructional unit. This
served the purpose of better connecting their practice with classroom applications of the concepts
they were developing during the
content area workshops. These
curriculum outlines ranged fkon~
individual lessons for activities to
broadly conceived instructional
units.

Application of the
learning cycle,for
instance, was used to
develop student
experiences with
concepts before

applying names
to concepts.
Each teacher received a stipend for hislher participation and
completion of the curriculum
outlines. The stipends served as
both motivators and rewards for
their participation in the project.
However, a number of teachers
remarked that the workshop was
valuable enough that they would
take it again without any sort of
external compensation.
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Phase II: Development of Science Pedagogy
The same staff development
team identified in Phase I conducted a three-week follow-up
workshop. As a part of this
workshop, teachers received
training in the use of science process skills to create science units.
To this end, workshop participants were introduced to the use
of the science process shlls as an
objective of science learning.
Activities introducing each of the
skills were introduced and demonstrated through a teacherinquiry based activity. These
goals were incorporated as instructional objectives in the units
in conjunction with the content
knowledge goals developed during the content area workshops.
During the workshop, training was also provided in the use
of authentic assessments as a part
of inquiry-based science units.
This training enhariced the teachers' ability to create authentic
and performance-based assessment. The ability of the inservice teachers to model such assessment practices in the classroom for preservice teachers further strengthened this element of
the program.
Furthermore, curriculum development components of the
program were enhanced by exposing workshop participants to
an interdisciplinary philosophy
of teaching. Recognizing that the
time for science-on1y instruction
is sometimes a luxury in the elementary classroom, strategies for
adopting an interdisciplinary approach to instruction were advo-
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Helping Future Teachers Understand
the Demands of Teaching
by Deborah Augshurger and Lisa Mehlig
Inslrt~ctors,NIU Hurlern Part)ieu,r.hlp
and Tim Hillesheirn, Melanie Powell, and Maya Smirnov
M U Senior Interns

T

8
1

he school-url~vcrsity

partnerships at NIU
provide unique opportunities I'or expandcd, integrated, and developmentally
appropriate practicun~expcriences for preservice teachers.
Several features of the HarlemNIU partnership in particular
created just the right atmosphere
for involving pressrvice teachers
(known in the Partnership as interns) in classroom-based action
research, 3 ruethod of inquiry
otherwise unavailable to rhem.
Thc Partnership j s based on a
phi IosophicaI and pedagogical
perspective that encompasses
"best practices," including integrated curriculum, thematic
teaching, collaboration, and reflective practice. These best
practices are implemented in the
partnership through the extensive
collaboration between and
among university faculty and
school personnel, and through a
schedule of courses and clinical
experiences that requires of interns both extended time in the
clinical setting and the jrnplementation of integrated, collaborative instruction.
Traditional clinical assignments, such as implementing iso-

lated single-subject lessons and
creating instructional aids, do not
foster the developrncnt of the
Partnership's core values in przservice teachers. On the other
tland, more integrated clinical

The Partnership
is based on a
~ h i l o s o ~ h i cand
al
pedagogical perspective
that encompasses "best
practices, " in cluding
integrated curriculum,
thernatic teaching,
collaboration, and
reflective practice.
1

1

assignments require much more
lime and support for preservice
teachers to implement successfully in the field. In the five-year
span of the Harlem-N1U partne1.ship, integrated assignments have
been implemented in several
ways. These have all been crosscurricular in nature, collaboratively planned and assessed by
NIU facuIty, infom~edby input
from mentor teachers and interns,
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and presented by the interns at a
conference attended by partnership participants as well as civic,
schuol, uld university personnel.
For several years, the interns,
wrote integrated thematic units
for their assigned g:ade levels
and implemented sections from
the units in their clinical classrooms. In some years, the work
some interns produced in this
assignment was added to existing
units of study in the schoo Is' curriculum. W t ~ i l einterns learned
much from [he production of

such units, they were not ready to
produce truly integrated units
until they had experienced integrated learning and taught in at1
integrated manner. This dilemma spurred the NIU faculty
to consider a different assignment that would help develop in
the interns the kind of reflection,
observation, and teaching skills
necessary to begin to plan and
instruct thematically. The hculty team considered action research as a vehicle by which they
could prepare interns to begin to
think about teaching in an integrated, developmental rnrllmer.
While action research is conducted by classroom teachers to
varying degrees and at rnany

Levels, it is not commonly addressed in preservice teacher
education as a means of program
or student assessment, a tool for
self-evaluation, or a vehicle for
reflective practice. However,
these very benefits of action research are well aligned with the
Harlem-NIU partnership philosophy. The discipline and
structure demanded by action
research were just what the faculty team wanted the intems to
experience. AWeb Board for
discussion of projects would provide a forum for modeling reflection and planning stages. Members of the faculty team were
most concerned about one feature
of the project, the word research.
The notion of conducting research is daunting to experienced
teachers and could be overwhelming to inexperienced interns. Thus, the faculty team
presented the assignment to the
interns as a Teaching Inquiry
Project (TIP) rather than as action research.
The TIP assignment was presented to interns by all five university faculty, individual projects were discussed over the
Web Board by faculty and fellow
intems, projects were supported
by mentor teachers as a means
for informing classroom instruction, and all interns presented
their projects at a conference
where they were evaluated by
university faculty. Some interns
developed projects that were ultimately adopted by their mentors
into routine practice and one developed a spreadsheet for as-
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sessment that was adopted by
many teachers in the school.
Many of the interns found that
going through the process of action research transformed their
perspective on and approach to
teaching. Three of them share
their stories here. Each provides
a glimpse into the variant natures
of inquiry examined by the interns in the partnership.

Thefaculty team
considered action
research as a vehicle by
which they could
prepare inferns to begin
to think about teaching
in an integrated,
developmental manner.
Inquiry into Meeting Individual Needs
Tim's approach to the TIP
project is characterized by his
desire to work effectively to meet
the individual needs of students.
He found that two other projects
conducted in conjunction with
the TIP also addressed this area
of concern. He describes his experiences using the three projects
as springboards for instruction.
The hardest job you '11 ever
love. I know 1have heard this
somewlrere before. This is the
firat thought that comes to mind
whet1 thinkirig about educational
pdrtnerships. I worked harder
than I ever have before in the
Full of 1999 when I spent a se-

mester as a student intern Dl the

Harlem-Northern Illinois University Partnership in a 5'hgrade
clussroom ot Olson Park
Elenrenlary School in Machesney
Park. IIlinois. When I signed up
to be u mem her of the partnership I knew vety little about the
program or abouf what I would
be getting myself into. I wus en[iced hj' rhe iden o j additional
time im the classroom.
Additio~toltime in the classroom motivated me lo sign up for
the partnership, but I did not realize the amount of wL7rh-that
would be required ro co?lydere
the project. There were mmry
long nights spent working on
projects for the partnership when
I questioned my decision rojoilt
the partnership, bur in rhe end I
know I made the righr decision.
The umaunt of work wcls dmuiting, but it was not without merit.
Assignnlenis were spec$cully
&signed to increase interns *
h~ oldedge. The partnership
gave me the opportunity to work
one-on-one with u student on n
literacy porfilio und /he chalIet1gc3ojimprovi~tgorle student 's
bclsic math skills. I also designed,
irjtplcmtented, and assessed lesson plans and a Web Quest bused
on the Revolutionc~~
War.
The required lit el-(^ c y por<folio allowed me lo dm~cloy( I rlose
working relationship witlr one
student and provided uddcrl itrsight into instrucrion, uccessirzg,
and improving studenrs ' 1irc~rnc.v
skills. I worked with one stlrdent
for several w e e k on broad
range of activities nddwssing the
student 's reading, writing,and
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spelling skills. I now have pructical knowledge of strategies that
improve literaq1.1skills 1t1 he
classroom which I cart lifilize
during my studtw ieacltitlg experience and ufier I obtain cmployrnent. This gives me a distinct advantr~geover my peers
who only relja on theory und trirrl
and error to dscover effective
stratrrgiesfor instruction. The
par~nershiphas given me at least
a vear 's headstart on creuting an
effective literacy pr-ogmnt.
This system also ullows irzterns to receive feedbuck from
professors and other interns on
what is working and what is not
before rlre inrertl IS put into the
classroonr for ~lrreeweeks. I felt
comfortable enough to teach u
couple of classes each duy in mj.
first$ill week,and by thc Iusr
week of my clinical, I n a s reachi t ~ gthe entire day and 1 1 , ~ulso
s
in charge of clnssroon~manugement.

*

This ertru time also allowed
me to creatc und ir~lplementtwo
large-scale projects during my
three weeks in he classroom. 1
created and implemented n Web
Quest bnsed on the Revolrtfionun, Hlrr nrtd an exploratot??projecr designed to improve one s ~ u dent's subfraction skills. The
Web Quest hnd students doing
research on the Interrtet and using text sourcrs lo crc3nrtla
newspaper busud on the events of
the Revolutionuy War. This project took u week of classroonr
lime to implement and cornplcft,
artd ~volrklnot have been possiblc f i did plot huve the extra
time in he classroom. My ~114-

dents benefited greatly

by the use
of t e c k n o l o ~in conjunction with

experience. The partnership ga vc
me experience and confirience in

social strtciies artd language arts
instructton. Tlt is project illustrated to me thur if is possible to
creote and implement a largescale project using cotrrpllters ill
the classroom effectise(y.
Working with one student to
improve her subtraction skills
gave mc the opporrmity to not
only help a stude~tstruggling
academirnll~:but it nlso gave me
insight info how spechl educotors work wilh students. I now
know how I can work efictively
with spccial educafors a?ld~ ( I L E
rhe cortfidence of knowing {hat 1
I~uvehelped a student improve
[heir subiraction and overull
math skills b,v providing extra
instruction tinre. I nlso hud the
opportunity to ~ n ~ p l e m e theont
retical practices 1haf 1 have
leurned, such as the elective use
of manipullrtives. I would ltkr to
reiterute that this project, thc
l'cb Q~iest,and the literacy purrJulio would not have been possible without the Harlem-NIU
Partnership.

my ability to effectively instruct
students that I would not have
had f I hadn 't the e.Uva time in
the classroom. Puraerships can
be a truly rcrrwrding experience
for students willing 10 put in extru work to gain practical Ainowledge and experience in the rlossroom.

Partnerships we not-for-everyone and should trot be at[empled by stude~rrswho ure not
dedicated to working above and
hejmund what is expected of the
uvcr(rge dudell!. The umount of
M ~ O U ~I I expecfations
~
of success
are considercrblu, but students
truh! dedicated to becoming
.qunliry educators will benejir
greatly from the expel-ielrce. I c l r n
ortlv beginning to undersfand
hakin valuuble the experience wus
fur me now as 1 urn working fo
complcre my stucicnt teaching
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Inquiry into Assessment and
Teaching
Maya took the TIP opportunity to implement a project that
addressed an area she felt she
needed to know more about as a
future teacher. Although her inquiry into the impact of various
types of assessments was geared
to help her work in her assigned
classroom, she found that it impacted her personal teaching efficacy.
When I looked crr the bvoclture about the Harlem-NJU
Prrrtnership, one thing immediately caught my eye. The brochure said, 'Cotinecting the Gap
Between Theon nnd Practice. '
"Finally. 1 rhotrght, "a program
thut will help me to see what
teaching is really aboirr!
Prior to my second pt-ofessiottal semester, I felt itkt7 (1 suicCUSP-fill1
of knowledge, theory,
uncl college courses w ~ t hno idea
of how ro apply it all in my future
job. My first clinicfll experience
really didn't provide me with answers. The three w e ~ obf observations und a few lessons that I
taught during thut first clrniml
gave me only a glimpse ufw:hnt
tht~joh qfteaching would be Irke.
"

"

Ifelf unprepared, un confident,
and scared. I was thinking that I
did not h o w what 1 was getdrtg
myself into.
Even after I registered for the
Harlem-NIU Po rinership Program, I was still rzoi convinced
that my second clinical would
boost my confidence and give me
the experience I needed to be
able to become successful in my
own classroom. I was still expecting unrelated projects hosed
on thick voiumes of college rcxls
and dry theoretical virtues. I
was expecting to see instrucfors
who create assignnlents based
upon what we kart1 in class
vaguely related to teaching and
ro what really goes on in the
classroom. I was expecting to
write endless pnpcrs that are
graded accordittg to each individual professor's expectations.
Howmer, from the_firstdays of
the semester, I realized that this
is going to he cr progrum un Izke
any ocher class. course, or workshop I hurl ever experienced or
part icipated in.
Wjthin u few minrrtes of our
first meeting, when I saw ALL of
my professors for the term gathered in an auditorium, I MIUS
o ~ ~ e n v h e l mwith
~ d a feeling of
closeness, team, andfittntly.
These teachers were not here
merely to give tu a gmde. Instead, they gathered together ro
comb~tretheir efforts to help us
be the best teachers ofthe future.
As a resul~,the setttester turned
out to be eveJl more than I hoped
for. E v e v assignment had meuning. Assignments were directly
reillred to the classroom I was

teaching in and to my furzire as a
teaching professional. Furthermore, becausc menlor teachers
were active par!icipants in the
partnership, thqv provided us
with the opportunity to befulb
imntersed in the classroom
activiiies.
The T e w hirrg I n q u i v Project
(TIP) wos designed in a ~vn!.so
thnt /j as u beginning teucher,
would choose mjJown q~restion
or problem to invcsi[gate. I
viewed the freedom to choose
what colrcerned me the most as u
great opportunily that fheprofess o n had granted us. Before the
beginning of the sen~ester;classroom manage?mentwas one of mv
primay concerns; however, lin
my classroom (6Ihgrade Finc
Aris Academy) I had yrelly good
control. Another issue that I was
interested in wJuseflective assessment, particularEy in the arm
of middle school marhemarics. I
was not sure that standnl-liized
tests. as well as p~tblisherdeveloped tests, provided teachers wirh (111 of the information
necessat:v regarding wlrrrt students know and can do. So 1decided to dedicnre my TIP to investigating orher types of ussessments that crre authentic, target student understanding. and
provide the teacher with valuable
feedback on student progress.
I begun glrlhering information from ilariows sources strch as
professional magazines. uuthentic literature, ulrd the infirfncrtion
I learned in my Tests and Meusurements class. I also observed
and slurlicd the tests given in the
clmroom to my studerlfs and

analyzed whether these tests
merlsured what they are sup-

posed fu measure. Because I ~ t u s
sotdt of limited on fhc use of all of
the assessment stnrtegies I
wanted to use (i.e., tiwe limits
and my mentor teacher preferertce), I chose the implementation
portion of my TIP to be writing
111 [he muthemorics cclnssroorn,
purtict~larlvjolirn(d writing.
To rlris end, I created insmrct i o n ~questions
l
to which studenis were asked lo provide written explanutions. I discovered
how vuluuble these re:;ponsc?s
were to me as a teacher because
1 could redly see f f h e slrrclt~jlfs
mc~rrcredthe concept, how the
students were thinking,and whni
kind ofnrisconceptions they had.
My cotn~r~cnts
to their re.spclmes
c?-(Wedan ongoing conversation
that i was able to have with each
imdividual student. It conrributcd
to a closer rcluiionship with euch
of lhe kids, sonlethinp lha f I did
nor lznve to spend cluss time an.
In uddition, journul writing contributed to u r 1 3 rrnderstanJing of
student misconceptions ( h a f , itr
izrrn, he/ped nte mod& the illsiructlon to udd?-~ss
thosc nrisconreptions.
As n result of TIP. I learned u
great deul about aufhentic assessnieni in geneml, even if l did
no1 get to imnplemenl some purls
ojthe project. I /curfled how to
clrfirentiate u good a.wessmenf
tool from (I bcrd one hased on fhc
desigrr of the questions, quolitv
and quanlily of the y u~.stions,
objectives, stundurds, scoring,
validity, ultd fiuirness. 1learned
how to mod& and irnprov~

-
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existing assessment tools and
how TO design a good assessment
tool based upoil thc nhove churactcristics. Injircr. I created my
own item pool consisting of I00
test questions with a seporute
scoring rriteria for each yuestion. These questions targeted
understanding, the th~nki~lg
processes, higher order' thinking
skiils, comprehension, and applicution ofthe learned materirrl
rather thutl jusr rote mernog:
These questions were also
aligned with objectives thnt were,
in turn, aligned with state standorrl,r. As a result o f f h e knowledge gainedfrom TIP,I was ulso
uble to design perfbrmancebased assessment, effective worksheets, checklists,anJ many
othcr assessment tools, crll of
which I cart readily implement in
my own fulul.e clnssroom.
Finally. no1 on/! diii I gain
this ~aluablee~periemce
for myseu.' The Harlem-NIU Partnership gave me /he opportu~ri(yf o
share it with ttly peers, meuror
teachers, projkssors, and other
individuuls involved in education
during the grund yr~senfationat
r h ettd
~ of the sem~flerheld at
the public libraq. This presentution was designed not only to
share what we Ienrned during the
TIPprocess but was also a celebrution of knowledge. cojtfidence, atld pride genrrared
through the semester with the
Hcr rlem-NIU Par fncrship. Needless to say, this experience was
well worth the effort. By )he end,
1felt confidcwt, encouruged, C.Ycited, arid ellger to begin srudet~t
teachifig. Presently, I am doing

exacfly that nt a junior high
school andfirrdit~gmyself thunkirlg my second professionul semester fur the preparuriun attd
courage ir gave me. The parrner-

s h e s like that between HarIem
and AJIUpruvide a srqery network for begin rring teachers
wltcre hundreds of individuals
sfrivefor excellence in erlrrcarion
and where real teachers ure
made.

Inquiry into Cooperative
Learning
Melanie's TIP project took
the form of a critical inquiry into
effective cooperative learning.
She knew that merely working in
groups did not count as true cooperative learning and wanted to
discover whether and in what
way students could make group
work more meaningful. Her project was conducted in tandem
with that of another intern, and
they also noted the kinds of cooperation needed for conducting
co1Iaborative research.
The Teachi~rgInqlliv Project
(TIP) of my second professio~lal
semester scared me to death! I
was rnortrfied at the though! of
presentitrg in front of NlU stipervisors, superintendents. and
other e.vperien ced {L-irchers.I
w r s convinced that I would not
fir~dany informution or spark
unyone 's interest. Afrer ull, thry
were all-knorving und experienced. Well, I have reulized thal
lhis experience has prohabb~
beeu onc o f the most itrfluettiiaf
in nlj*educational career.
TlzeJirst step was to decide
what I wanted ro research ubouf.
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I have always been intrigued by
the subject of cooperative leurning. so I dove into observufions
in rny fourth grade classroom.
Through my absen)ations,I confirmed that I wanted to make rooperutive learning nrore efect ive
in fourth grade. Regtnu Hazlerig-Hulbnlcier, a classnlafeof
mine, IVUS irrterested in implementing this same line of research in her sixth gmde classroom. We decided 10 stay in contucf throughout our planned intervention artd to compare our
final resltlts.
My menlor teacher was impZem ertting group u c t l ~ ies.
~ i f so I
nws r~bleto observc befwe I implemented any plun. I took several steps to Jind out about [he
effectiveness of group activilies
in my class. I developed a survey
to ask students abouf thew prohIenrs workiag cooperrrriveiy. I
setuseyed the team offourth
grade teachers on such questio?rs
as, "What is fke most valuable
piece of advice for doing cooperative learning?" and "Do srudents need specipc voles -7 I
ulso 1mple)~lented
a cooperut ive
leurning actdvifv with nry students
to better undersfrmdrkeir current
social and group skills.
Srudentfeedback and rr review of nrticles ubout cooprrntive Ceurr~irlgintpressed me with
the need to reach social skills and
address individual r~ccountabiEity
in he student groups. Tltc profession~!articles I read stressed
the importance of modeling, roleplaying, and ussignirrg definile
r401es. Studet~ls expressed overwhelminglv on their survejs thut
"
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respect and participation were
neededfor their groups to be effective. Bused on this information,Iplanned to implement lessons on social skills in many different cooperative learning activities.
I implemented each of my required lessons with cooperative
learning, modeled each role before students started activities,
elaborated on the morning, social skills, journal topic throughout the day, and implemented
several means of evaluating studetrts. I had students complete
self- gad group-ei*aluations,
planned ro use n checklist to
evaluu re students ' cooperative
acriviries, and surveyed the students again in the laler part of
my project. I also made plans
with my classmate, Regina. to
observe each other teach at least
one activity with cooperative
learning. Although I would Itave
loved to implement weiything. J
could not in the timepermitting.
However, I learned that overplanning is much more benE.ficiu1
than under-pluming.
When Regina and I came together to compare research, we
forrnd that many of our. results
were similar. She e-~prcssedthat
wrodeling was cssentinl. She also
foli?d that actively ciisctrssing the
desired sociol skill lvns needed.
Shc foztnd rhos ¶hegrerirst concenr ut the sixth gmde level was
to keep conversation down and
improve on-task behavior. In my
fourth grade class, I also learned
that modeling is essential to cooperative learning. The students
needed modeling for understand-
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ing. The groups have that many
more minds to get confused!
Also, specific directions that are
shown and posted help tremendously.

Many interns noted,
as did Tim, Maya,
and Melanie, that the
action research process
felt like authentic
teacher practice
rather than a typical
course assignment.
In the beginning I had asked
myselfwhy we should include
cooperati~~e
learning in fourth
grade. I artswered that research
facts show that students learn
better in groups, learn social
skills, experience different learning, learn to defend themselves,
und have fun. I kept this in mind
~hroughourmy project to help
me. Overall, I leanled char action research is a loag process.
Although I didn't know then that
I was working on actiorr research, I know now thnt it is (1
lengthy, well-planned, hcnefiria/
implementation of topics of interest. Presenting in frotzl of important and influential people made
me care all the more ubout my
success. This was an extremely
beneficial and successfu 1 project
in my educutional career.
I would not have done a project like this ql were not in the
HarIcm-NIU Partttership. I be-

lieve 1IVUS fortunate in being
placed with the purtnership for
the Full of 1999. lfo~vever,I did
not believe this in the begintting
of the senzestm. This sectioti was
extrerneb intimidoting ar first.
The ~ ~ o r k l o aseemed
d
wuy loo
high. The communication between student and professor was
intimidating as was the emphasis
ort a partnership. The amount oj'
time in the Harlem section
seemed more than in the other
sections.
Although I wus unhappy at
tlte beginning of the semester, I
kr~ownow how beneficial this
was to me. I learned much from
the in-depth projects. J incurred
frequent positive communication
between nl? professors, my cooperating teacliers, and me. I ohscrved$rst hatxi Ituw a pnrimcrship works. / also rcccivcd nzot-c
time in the clussroonr thnn orher.s
in d$ferent sections. I sincerefjj
believe that If1 weren 't in ihis
Harlem-NIU pormership in zhe
Fall of 1999.1 wouldn 't have
becn as ready as I was t o stuclent
teach in the following Spring.
Conclusion
Preservice teacher participation in the action research process was an unqualified success
f r o ~ the
r ~ perspective of these
three interns. The three student
projects described here are representative of most of the action
research conducted by the interns
in this partnership. The interns
found that they had an opportunity to try out the theory they
were exposed to in their university courses through authentic,
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meaningful practice in their field
experiences. They found the projects to be hard work, but uniformly agreed that the work was
meaningful and valuable to them.
Many interns noted, as did Tim,
Maya, and Melanie, that the action research process felt like authentic teacher practice rather
than a typical course assignment.
In addition, the faculty team
found that intems were applying
much of their course learning to
effective practice. The interns
seemed to be empowered in their
practice by the process. Indeed,
the action research projects validated each preservice teacher by

allowing them to address questions that interest them.
Another feature of conducting action research in this partrlership program was the focus
on student leaning demanded of
the preservice teacher. Interns
were not just observing their
mentors teach, they also were
focused on the ways elementary
and middle school students learn.
The TIP research allowed interns
to practice what they saw as "real
teaching" to address real student
needs in the classroom.
Finally, the interns began to
see themselves as practitioners of
inquiry. mare comfortable and
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accepting of themseIves as engaged in action research. Maya,
Tim, and Melanie all noted that
they felt capable of continuing to
explore the possibilities of and
conduct action research in their
future classrooms. They also reported that ]laving engaged in
such inquiry better prepared the111
to teach as they approached their
student teaching semesters, perhaps because they experienced
first-hand the inquiry activity in
which all teachers continuaIIy
engage.
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Connecting Our 'rhoug hts:
Changing Cliriical Experiences
in School-University Partnerships
Field experience i s one component of teacher education programs that have experie n c e d the greatest change as a result o f school-university partnerships (Book, 1 996).
Often the collaborative efforts between schools and universities begin with presewice
teacher education as a first step.
The next two articles look at the College of Education's restructured field experiences in depth and provide insights as to how changes impact future teachers. The first
article talks about how school teachers and university faculty worked together t o make
differences in field experiences, and the new roles and responsibilities that emerged as
a result of the changes. This article looks closely at the benefits and concerns associated with the model of field experiences implemented in one school district.
The second study shows that even though partners in schools and universities work
closely together, there are still differences in how they perceive their roles. This study
also indicates differences between partnership and non-partnership attitudes and perceptions. While both of these articles tell a story about clinical experiences in the
teacher education program, they also represent examples o f Research in Partnerships
and Mentoring's (RPM) collaborative research efforts.
References
Book, C. L. ( 1 996). Professional development schools. In J. Sikula (Ed.!, Handbook on Research in
Teacher Education (pp. 1 94-2 1 2). New York: Macmillan.
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Changing Roles and Goals in
Extended Field Placements
by Kristine Servais
Northern Illinois University
+

?

1

ntroduction
"Good teaching is an act of
hospitality toward the
young, and hospitality is
always an act that benefits the
host even more than the guest. In
ancient nomadic cultures, the
food and shelter one gave to a
stranger yesterday is the food and
shelter one hopes to receive from
the stranger.. . By offering hospitality, one participates in the
endless re-weaving of a social
fabric on which all can depend
thus the gift of sustenance for the
guest becomes a gift of hope for
the host." (Parker Palmer, The
Courage to Teach)
The development of partnerships between schools and unjversities has many of the characteristics of hospitali ty that occur
behveen a host and guest as described by Parker Palmer in The
Couruge to Teach. Within successhl partnerships grows reciprocity. In many ways, this describes the school-university
partnership and the implementation of extended field placements
in Glen Ellyn School District 41
and the Northern Illinois Universi ty (NIU) teacher education program.

I

Background
Glen Ellyn District 4 1 is a suburban school district located 30
miles west of Chicago and is
comprised of four elementary
schools and one junior high
school. The development of a
school partnership between Glen
Ellyn District 41 and NIU has
ranged greatly in its scope of experiences and accomplishments
bver the past eight years.

The development
of partnerslrips between
schools and universities
has many of the
clt aracteristics of
hospitality that occur
betweerz a host
and guest.
The mutual gval between the
school district and the College of
Education at NIU to become a
professional development school
opened the door for the first and
most fundamental level of partnership developmen t-fi eld
placements. Field placements.
the invitation by classroom
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teachers to bring theory into
practice, began the collaboration
and commitment that would develop as an extended placement
model for preservice &hers.
Two years ago the members
of the partnership, classroom
teachers and university clinical
faculty, began to suggest ways to
improve the existing program of
field placements for MU preservice teachers. The existing pmgram offered three levels of field
placetnents: (1) an introductory
eight-day classroon~experience,
(2) a three-week clinical linking
elementary education methods
courses and the classroom, and
(3) a culminating sixteen weeks
of student teaching. The traditional clinical assignments in the
existing NIU program placed
students in three different and
unrelated school districts. In the
Spring of 1 998 a partnership
committee of teachers and university clinical faculty proposed
that the preservice teachers completing an eight-day clinical field
placement in Glen Ellyn be invited to return in Fall to complete
their next three-week tield experience. Subsequently, at the
end of the three-week placement,
it was also suggested that these
students would benefit by return-
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Connecting Teachers and Mentors
in Long-Term Field-Based Placements
by Barbara Peterson
Northern Illinois University
f
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I

1

E

fforts are underway at
Northern Illiilois University (NIU} to create
stronger connect ions
between the universj ty and clinical sites. NIU has developed
several partnership relationships
that have evolved over the past
few years. Two partnerships
presently involve the concept of
extended, long-term, field-based
placements. In an extended
placement, student teachers may
continue with the same mentor
teacher and classroom of students
they were placed with during
their early clinical experience.
As a rule, the early clinical experience begins in the Fall semester. The preseivice studen t
then continues in the same classroom as a student teacher during
the Spring semester, thus eliminating the random field placement of the traditional model.
As the extended placement
model of student teaching began
to develop at NIU, greater collaboration between university
faculty, cooperating teachers and
school administrators began to
take place in the field. With this
collaboration, more positive contexts for student teachifig were
observed. The current trend in
teacher education is to increase
the number of experiences and

time spent in schools. However,
little data exist to support the
value of this trend (Tatto, 1998;
Renzaglia, Hutchins, & Lee,
1997). The research group, Research in Partnerships and Mentoring (RPM), conducted studies
to explore the impact of extended, long-term. field-based
placements. The overall purpose
of the research study was to discover the attitudes and opinions
of mentor teachers and student
teachers about extended field
placements.

The current trend in
teacher education is to
increase the number of
experiences and time
spent in schools.
Methodology
This paper will describe how
focus groups were used to gather
information about the impact of
extended, long-term, field-based
placements in a teacher education
program at NIU.
The study includcd these spzcific objectives:
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Evaluating similarities md
di ffererlces among the roles
of a mentor teacher;
Evaluating similarities and
differences among views of
what makes for successful
collaboration between student
teacher and mentor teacher;
Evaluating similarities and
differences among views of
the advantages and di sadvantages of remaining with the
same mentor teacherlstudent
teacher for two or inore clinical experiences;
Evaluating the similarities
and differences among views
of what qualities of the tnenlor teacherlstudent teacher
were most significalt in contributing to a successful student teaching experience;
Evaluating the similarities
and differences about advice
to the ui~iversityin selectiny
and supporiing mentor teacher s;
Evaluating the similarities
and differences about suggestions to the university that
would make the student
teaching experience more
successful.
Prirlicipu~rts

Six focus groups were conducted from three school districts
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in the northern Illinois area.
Three focus groups consisted of
mentor teachers who currently
had student teachers in their
dassroom. The other three focus
groups consisted of their student
teachers. The focus groups differed in their relationship to the
university. One pair of focus
groups, consisting of mentor
teachers and student teachers,
was part of an established partnership with Northern Illinois
University. This schooluniversity partnership has completed its fourth year and is moving toward the establishment of a
professional development schoo1
model.
The second pair of focus
groups, consisting of mentor
teachers and student teachers,
was part of an ongoing or emerging partnership with NIU. The
development of this partnership
began six years ago. Both partnership sites provide an extended
placement opportunity for student teachers. Both partnership
sites also share the goal of providing ongoing professional development opportunities for teachers, as well as focused induction of student teachers into
their schools. The primary diffcrence between the two is that
the established partnership site
has created an integrated curriculum experience involving elementary teachers, early clinical
students, and university methods
teachers, while the less established partnership site has not.
The third pair of focus
groups, consisting of mentor
teachers and student teachers,
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represented a traditional clinical
site, where no formal partnership
had been established with the
university. Students were randomly assigned to this school
district and placed with cooperating teachers who had not previously developed a working relationship with the university supervisor or any of the methods
teachers on campus.
Each member of each focus
group received a letter inviting
them to participate in the focus
group. All participants were either mentor teachers or student
teachers who were teaching in
either elementary or middle
school sites in the Chicago suburban and northern Illinois area.
There was a mixture of male and
female participants, with a
greater proporlion of the participants being female. Approximately thirty mentor teachers and
thirty student teachers participated in the study. Each group
had between three and twelve
participants.

Procedure
The focus groups were conducted during a three-week period at the end of the Spring semester. Groups met illformally
after school in the school setting.
Consideration was given to
minimizing travel time for the
participants, therefore, several
school settings were chosen, each
conveniently located for a specific group.
A different moderator and assistant moderator conducted each
focus group. All moderators and
assistants were members of the

RPM group and had participated
in designing the study and the
interview questions. The moderators and assistants were involved in a brief training to learn
about the participants, discuss
interviewer responsibilities, review research questions, and develop strategies for handling difficult questions and potential
problems.
J ~terview
I

An interview guide containing seven questions was used to
elicit information in each focus
group. Open-ended questions
were used, so respondents were
free to articulate their beliefs
about mentor roles, the role of
collaboration, advantages and
disadvantages of extended field
placements, and qualities related
to successful student teaching.
Comments were generated
through free-flowing discussion,
with each discussion lasting from
sixty to ninety minutes. All discussions were audio-taped, and
audio tapes were transcribed for
analysis. Interview questions
included:
Describe your view of what a
cooperating teachedmentor
teacher is.
What makes for successful
collaboration between you
and your student or you and
your mentor teacher?
What were the advantages of
remaining with the same student or mentor for two or
more clinical experiences?
What were the disadvantages
of remaining with the same
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studentlmentor for two or
more clinical experiences?
Identify the qualities of your

I
1

'
I

.
.

student teacherhentor
teacher that were most significant in contributing to a
successful student teaching/internship experience.
What advice would you give
to the university in selecting
and supporting mentor teachers?
What suggestions would you
give the university that would
make the student teaching
experience more successful
(Suggestions regarding the
coursework, clinical placements, etc.)?

Analysis
For the purpose of this article, data analysis focused on five
primary questions. A constant
comparison method of data
analysis was used. This process
consists of simultaneous coding
and analysis of data (Morgan,
1997; Lincoln & Guba, 1985), as
well as exmination for similarities and differences. In order to
provide insights of typical. comm o n ways in which the participants responded, as well as to
describe the range and diversity
of comments among groups
(Kmeger, 1994), quotes were selected from transcriptions to represent emergent themes. The
participants' responses were
coded along those emergent
themes and a11 invcnlory of the
points discussed was developed.
(Bertrand et.al., 1992; Lincoln &
Guba, 1935). As suggested by
Kodel(1993), a grid was used to

facilitate cross-group comparisons of responses to the target4
interview questions.
Results

'The attitudes and beliefs that
emerged from this study reflect
the voices of student teachers and
mentor teachers in the field. On
some issues the groups speak
with a united voice, and there is
strong agreement. h other areas
the groups are divided about their
beliefs in extended, long-term,
field-based placements. The
voices of the groups are presented first as a whole and then
broken down according the

The attitudes and
beliefs that emerged
from this study reflect
the voices of student
teachers and merrtor
teachers in the field.
voices of student teachers or
mentor teachers in the established partnership, emerging
partnership, or traditional placement. Because information was
gathered through focus groups, it
is not possible to identify precise
numbers of people who expressed concerns about particular
issues. To give the reader a
sense of the similarities and differences placed on various beliefs, charts were designed to
provide graphic representation.
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Descriptions of cooperating
mentor teacher
The two most commonly
agreed upon views were that
mentor teachers were role models
andor guides. A11 six groups
viewed mentor teachers as role
models. All mentor teacher
groups additionally viewed mentor teachers as guides. One mentor teacher from the emerging
partnership group stated that
"...the role changes from model
to guide as the student gains confidence." The established partnership group of mentor teachers
unanin~ouslyviewed a mentor
teacher as someone who could
learn from the student teacher,
and both could learn and improve
together. The traditional group
of mentor teachers voiced different views of mentor teachers, including acting as a buffer between the student teacher and the
parents, as well as serving as
"master craftsman" to their "ap-

prentice" student teachers. One
teacher from this group stated, "I
see the cooperating teacher like a
blacksmith to an apprentice.
We're the blacksmith, and the
student teacher is the apprentice
trying to learn a trade. We're trying to teach the student teacher
how to do all the good things in
the teaching profession. " Olher
roles identified by mentor teachers include being a support system, coach, resource person, and
demonstrator of best practices.
C'huructeristics of successful collaboration

Both partnership groups of
mentor teachers mentioned that
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extended placements made for
successful collaboration between
the student teacher and the mentor teacher. A comment that was
echoed by several teachers in the
partnership groups reinforced the
notion of extended placements.
"I've done it both ways [extended
and traditional placements] with
student teachers, but I think it's
far superior to have that three
weeks under your belt before you
come back to the same classroom. They hit the ground running when they do that, and it's
great." Interestingly, none of the
student teacher groups nor the
traditional mentor teacher group
mentioned extended placements
as a means to successful collaboration.
Teachers in both partnership
groups mentioned that personality or chemistry was important to
successful collaboration. Student
teachers in both partnership
groups, as well as the mentor
teachers in the established partnership group, mentioned that
similar philosophies were also
important to successful collaboration, However, neither the students nor the mentor teachers in
rhe traditional group mentioned
personality or philosophy as being important to successful collaboration. Instead, collegial j ty
was addressed in the traditional
groups in focus on interpersonal
skills. The mentor teachers from
the traditional group mentioned
that they could make a student
teacher feel comfortable by telling them about themselves and
their expectations, while the student teachers from the traditional
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group stressed open communication, support, flexibility and the
ability of the mentor teacher to
provide feedback as a means to
successful collaboration.

I think it's far superior
to have that three
weeks under your belt
before you come back
to the same classroom.
They hit the ground
running when they do
that, and it's great.
Ad~mntagesaf extended place-

mmts

response to the question of
the advantages of extended
placements, all six groups believed that knowing the students
and the routines of the classroom
enabled the student teacher to
begin teaching much sooner. All
of the groups, except the students
in the traditional group, mentioned starting teaching earlier
and feeling a greater level of
comfort as an advantage. "W"
know the kids already. They
know who we are. They know
that we're in charge, and they
know wl~atto expect from us,"
voiced student teachers in partnerships settings. "It's not like
we're coming into a brand new
situation, and nobody knows
what's going on." The students
from the traditional group found
it difficult to relate to the advantages of extended placements,
It1

but mentioned having more observation time and being cxpected to teach sooner as possible advantages. Mentor teachers
in the established partnership
group emphasized that student
teachers would have more opportunity to experience the art of
teaching, whereas the mentor
teachers in the traditional group
ernptlasized that an extended
placement would be a plus, especially if the student teacher
"needs a little work."
Disadvuntuges of e~/t.rrdpri
placements
All of the mentor teacher
groups and two of the student
teacher groups (the traditional
and emerging partnership
groups) mentioned that limited
exposure to teachinglleaming
styles and different grade levels
was a disadvantage to extended
placements. Student teachers in
both the established partnership
group and the traditional group
expressed unique concerns about
interpersona[ relationships. Specifically, students in the established partnership expressed concern at not being able to learn
how to work with someone with
~vhomyou are not compatible.
In a related but distinctly different frame, students in the traditional group mentioned the disadvantage of being wit h someone
you are not compatible with bui
referred to it as, "being stuck
with someone" for a long and
unsuccessful experience.

Tl~resl~olds
in Education (November, 2000)
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Mentor teacher/student teacher
qualities

The mentor teacher groups
identified several key characteristics student teachers need in
order to have a successful clinical experience. These characteristics include having a desire to
be a good teacher, likjng teaching, having classroom control,
being creative, and being able to
fit in and network with the other
staff. Mentor teachers also
stressed the importance for student teachers to be open to suggestions during their clinical experience. Those mentor teachers
from partnership groups added
the need for student teachers to
engage in reflection when learning and practicing their teaching
craft.
Student teachers were simiIarly asked to report on key characteristics of effective mentor
teachers. All student teacher
groups emphasized the need for
the mentor to be open and flzxible in communicating with the
student teacher. Mentor teachers
who could provide feedback
throughout the cliriical experience were also viewed as being
more effective. Student teachers
in the emerging partnerships
added that personal similarities
and shared philosophies between
the mentor teacher and student
teacher were considered to be
important for success. These
same student leathers, as wcll as
the student teaching group in the
traditional placement, added that
confidence and trust from the
mentor teacher were necessary
for successful student teaching.

Summary
Several themes emerged from
this focus group data. The mentor teachers and the student
teachers who participated in this
study have definite ideas about
what skills and qualities are necessary for successfill collaboration and a successful student
teaching experience, as well as
the advantages and disadvantages
of extended, long-term, fieldbased placements. It was revealed that a mentor teacher who
is a role model or guide and has
been conscientiously matched
with a student teacher who exemplifies similar personality

Neither the students nor
the mentor teachers
in the traditional
group mentioned
personality or
philosophy as
being importan f
to successful
collaboration.
dndlor philosophies of teaching
will be more apt to create a successful collaborative relationship
with the student teacher. Overall,
mentor teachers and student
teachers were pleased with the
experience of extended fieid
placements. !t was pcrceivcd
that student teachers who have
the opportunity to stay in an extended placement have the advantage of being able to reinte-
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grate into the classroom and resume teaching earlier than student teachers who are not in extended placements. This advantage is based on the fact that they
already know the students, the
classrr>omroutines, and expectations of the mentor teacher. Mentor teachers felt that initial barriers accompanying students in a
new setting were reduced, giving
student teachers more time to
develop the art of teaching. This
seems to be congruent with state
and national initiatives to promote increased collaboration between Colleges of Education and
field placement sites to enhance
teacher preparation programs
(AFT, 2000; The Holmes Group.
1990; ISBE. 1996). The outcomes of the discussions on the
disadvantages of extended
placements center on the critical
limitation of restricted exposure
to diversity in all areas.
Interestingly, the research
uncovered similatities and differences between perspectives of
teachers and preservice teachers
in partnership groups and teachers and preservice teachers in
non-partnership groups. However, a distinctly different tone
emerged between the teachers in
the partnership groups and the
teachers in the non-partnership
group. An examination of the
language each group used to describe their views and beliefs
about mentor teachers, colIaboration, and extended placements,
revealed strikingly different contexts. The teachers in the partnership groups, especially the
established partnership group,

used words and phrases which
reflected constructivist, studentcentered approaches to teaching
and learning. For example, one
teacher said, "I don't ever want
her to think I am an expert at
whatever it is we're doing....1 also
learn from my student teacher,
and we work together ...like coteaching, which was enriching to
both of us." Their language also

The teachers in
the partnership
groups, especially
the established
partnership group,
used words and

I

I

I
:

plr rases which
reflected constructivist,
student-centered
approacl~esto teaching
and learning.
reflected the language of a learning community or organization
which values collaboration and
relationship building as essential
to professional growth. On the
other hand, the language of the
traditional group of mentor
teachers represented a more
teacher directed (top-down) approach to teaching and learning.
This paradigm is rooted in the
mechanistic model of education.
Some linguists argue that
language and perception are
closely linked, and that language
is Iinked to power (Trask, 1999,
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pp. 146-147). A constructivist
approach to education places
power in the student as an active
learner whereas the apprenticeship model places power in the
teacher as authority. Patterson
(Patterson, 1983, p. 6 ) explains
the apprentice approach described by Dewey values "imitation of model behavior, mastery
of essential skills, and acceptance
of routine procedures as the basis
of action" (as cited in Olson,
1997, p. 17). This model often
assumes that knowledge is acquired through a hierarchical
structure and "mitigates against
collaboration because the voice
of the one who knows is assumed
to be dominant" (Olson, 1997, p.
17).
It would seem that a hidden
curriculum in the apprenticeship
model is to create teachers who
are followers, who do as they are
told, and who communicate this
to their students (Mchtyre, et.al.,
1996). The constructivist model
on the other hand, emphasizes
growth of the prospective teacher
through experiences, reflection,
and self-examination (Mchtyre,
et.al., 1996). This model promotes the interaction between
prior and new knowledge and the
conversations that are neccssaql
for internalization and deep understanding (Richardson, 1997).
Linking theory to practice is
the hallmark of reform in teacher
education programs and the
backbone to most schooluniversity partnerships. The literature in teacher education is
replete with articles debating the
current system of teacher prepa-

ration. A broad segment of the
literature of teacher education
advocates an improved and upgraded status for the preparation
of student teachers (AFT, 2000;
Andrew, 1997; Goodlad, 1990;
Holmes, 1986, 1990). With that,
a need to investigate some present practices arises. However,
little research exists to support
one model over another. The
analysis of this data revealed distinct differences in teacher beliefs in their rule as mentor
teachers. Nonetheless, the study
did not generate data thar ttlould
exylaiil whether 01. not the extended placement model is an
effective model to meet the
changing needs of the teacher
preparation community.

The language of
the traditional group
of mentor teachers
represented a more
teacher directed
(top-down) approach to
teaching and learning.
Based on the findings of this
sti~dy,additional research involving both quantitative and qualitative methods would be appropriate to determine greater insight

into the dynamics of extended,
long-term, field-based placements and their impact un learning how to teach. Some questions for future research include
the following:
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Does one modet over another
of field-based placements

Do beliefs of mentor teachers
impact how student teachers
are inducted into the profession of teaching?

create more empowered,
more efficacious first-year
teachers?

Do teachers, by being in a
school-university partnership,
develop a changed perspective of their role as teachers?
How does change in perspective impact practice?
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Summary:
NIU's School-University Partnerships:
Lessons Learned
by Stephanie L. Knight
Tesas A& M Universily

1

I'

T

he authors in this set of
articles provide a series
of lessons learned on
two levels. First, they
extract meaning fron~their own
experiences and the experiences
of their colleagues in other
partnerships that may only be
applicable in the individual site.
This "local knowledge" (see e-g.,
Richardson, 1994) is unique to a
particular context and allows participants in the context to implernent, adapt, and adjust processes
in accordance with knowledge
gained or shared. A second type
of knowledge gained from these
articles derives from what 'outsiders' can lean1 from vicariously
experiencing the processes and
viewing the impacts in a particular context. While the lessons
leamed vjcariousl y may not
transfer directly to another site,
they provide a conceptual
framework for adaptation to a
different site as well as for a series of questions that can be addressed through informal inquiry
or more formal research. Each of
these categories of 'lessons
learned' will be discussed in
more detail in the following sections and questions for further
study raised.
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Lessons Learned from Within
Individual sites depicted in
this set of ariiclzs provided a
sense of what was learned as a
result of engaging in partnership
work but varied in the ways they
determined these lessons. For
example, NIU-Harlem participants (HiIIesheim et al. article)
reviewed case studies of three
interns who cited the value of

culty that preservice teachers
have with curriculum integration,
how communication is accom-

This "local knowledge "
is unique to a particular
context and allows
participants in the
context to implement,
adapt, and adjust
processes in
accordance with
knowledge gained
or shared.
--...

action research as a means of irnprvving reflection and focusing
on student learning. In another
article describing the NIUIdarlem partnership (Elish-Pi~er
& Milson article), the authors
describe and address the diffi-

plished within collaborative
pIanning, and what has been
done and still needs to be done to
more effectively examine program outcomes. The NIU-Elgin
partnership (King ct al. at.ticle)
anecdotally describes the use of
the process uf learning- togethcr
experienced by teachers and przscnjcc teachers in Project
TEAM activities as a powerful
model for student learning and
considers the power of the model
to be an important lesson learned.
However, their determination of
lessons learned is not confined to
anecdotal data. Through the use
of quantitative analysis of survey
data over time, the partriership
was able to establish that while
teachers improved their content
knowledge and perceptions of
ability to teach science to their
students after participation in
each phase of the prij ect, both
science content knowledge and
science pedagogy experiences
were needed to change teachers'
expectancies of student outcomes. Also using a systematic
approach to data collection and
analysis, the NIU-Glen Ellyn site
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have learned? Do we speak
the same language?
How can we extend coI1aborative research efforts beyond
university faculty and staff?
Arewelookingatwhatape
need to look at to detetrnine
the lessons? For example, if
our goal is to improve K-12
education, do we consider
student outcomes in our evidence for what we have

(Servais article) determined
through focus group interviews
the advantages and concerns related to use of extended placem ent for in t ems.

Are we listening to
included in the dialog
about what we have

learned?
Are we considering negative
cases as well as positive?
What lessons can we learn
from those who did not benefit from our partnership ac-

learned? Do we speak
the same language?

I

1

Presumably, partnerships wi I1
take these lessons learned and
use them to improve, revise, ret ain or reject aspects of the partnerships. Furthemlore, the systematic nature of the inquiry in
several sites may serve to extend
[he value of the findings beyond
the individual setting. However,
certain challenges exist which
may make the application of
what they have learned more or
less successful. Partnerships
may want to consider the following questions related to lessons
learned from within:
What have we learned that
would convince participants
that ProfessionaI Development Schools (PDS) is successful? What would convince parents, community,
legislators, external evaluators? Is the evidence required by each group similar?
Are we listening to all the
voices? Are they included in
the dialog about what we

tivities?
Are we talking to each other
across sites about lessons
learned?
Lessons Learned from the Outside Looking I n
The articles, as a set and in-

dividually, provjdc concrete examples to inform other PDSs in
various stages of partnerships.
Since the relationships are complex with varying goals at various levels of implementation, as
an outsider I needed a means to
understand and analyze the M U
PDSs. Table 1 (page 5 1) provides a visual synthesis of the
goals, processes, and outcomes
of the partnerships. The columns
represent t hc four areas referenced by King and Thompson in
their depiction of the levels of
partnership associated with targets of NIU PDS collaborative
efforts. Three of the focal areas
(K-12 Curriculum, Preservice
Teacller Education, and Inservice
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Teacher or Faculty Education)
are further subdivided to dernonstrate efforts focused on processes and/or outcomes of the
PDS. The fourth target, Research and Evaluation, is subdivided to demonstrate the source
of the research or evaluation aclivities-university faculty, preservice students, inservice K- 1 2
teachers, or collaboration among
any or all of the other three
groups. The rows represent the
individual partnerships, as outIined in the artjcfes, including the
research team, W M .

Are we considering
negative cases as well
as positive? What
lessons can we learn
from those who did not
benefit from our
partnership activities?
From this chart, several lessons emerge. First, as suggested
by the Wiseman overview in this
issue, not ail partnerships address
all the PDS goals described in the
literature equally (see e.g., Clark,
1991). However, partnerships
that have been in existence
longer appear to be more comprehensive in their approaches.
The NIU-Harlem partnership
contains activities in each of the
four target areas. On the other
hand, the relatively new NIUKanel and partnership {Strehle
and Falk-Ross article) primarily
addresses preservice teacher edu-
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cation with the beginning of involvement in inservice teacher
education through the establishment of book groups for teachers.
Judging from the articles that describe the two partnerships, the
issues and language used by participants in partnerships at dj fferent stages of developn~entdj ffer
as well. For example, teacher
time for participation appears as
a major issue in the relatively
new NIU-Kaneland partnership,
while it is less obvious in the
more es tab1ished NIU-Harlem
partnership despite increased participation by teachers. Perhaps,
commitment to the partnership
developed over time results in
lessened concern over the
amount of time teachers give to
partnership activities. However,
time alone may not be sufficient.
Since MU-Harlem teachers appear to have greater input and
ownership in the process, and
receive valuable professional development as a result of particjpation, they may consider the
advantages gained to offset the
additional time spent in PDS activities. Partnerships who want
to develop this time commitment
in a relatively short time might
consider offering benefits for
participation 'up front' to teachers. The N1U-Elgin partnership,
which was based on an initial
science staff development experjcnce for teachers, is an example of this notion.
Anolher lesson that can be
seen from the chart is the value
of a cross-site research team to
facilitate research and evaluation
within and across sites. Typi-

cally, research is the last area to
be considered by PDSs and often
never occurs (Abdal-Haaq,
1997). While there are a number
of reasons for the paucity of research in PDS sites (see e.g.,
Wiseman & Knight, submitted
manuscript), the difficulty in simultaneously implementing

Perhaps the most
important issue to be
addressed now is how
NIU can sustain and
expand this group and
embed research and
inquiry into the
everyday activities
of the PDS.
and evaluating the results of the
implementation is a major barrier. W M provides research and
evaluation for the sites in the
NlU network, maintaining the
focus on research, easing the load
of individual sites in conducting
this research, and serving as a
vehicle for cross-site collaboration and learning. Conceivably,
RPM could be responsible for the
Research and Evaluation component of each site, designing and
implementing studies involvi~lg
the four groups of stakeholders
listed in the chart. In this way,
stakeholders not only learn from
direct experiences in their own
site, but learn from systematic
study of topics of interest across
site. The study of participants'

perceptions of extended versus
traditional placement outlined in
the article by Peterson is at1 excellent example of the use of a
research team to extend knowledge within the network and inform other sites outside of the
network.
As for the local knowledge
generated by inquiry in individual sites, a number of challenges
exist in regard to making lessons
learned more helpful to educators
outside of a specific NIU siie.
The following sets of questions
represent areas the RFM group
tnight address as they design and
implement studies across sites.
Whai are the characteristics
of districts, schools, programs, teachers, preservice
leachers that might enable
outsiders to determine if findings are relevant to tlieir O L ~ ~ I I
sites?
When case studies were used,
how were the cnses selccted'!
Were negative cases considered? How representative are
the cases?
What evidence would convince us that the processes
depicted in Table 1 are effective? How can we assess the
outcomes? In particular,
what more would we need to
know about extended placements to determine their effect i veness?
Which partnerships have
comttlon processes, outcomes, or goals that might be
compared3
How have the partnerships
impacted university faculty
and programs?

I
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Table 1 - Focus of Collaboration in Selected NIU PDSs

Summary
The six articles and the
commentary that connects them
provide a valuable depiction of
the processes and outcomes of
selected NIU Professional De-

velopment Schools. In particular, the description and use of a
cross-site research team provides
a model for inquiry often espoused by PDS participants but
seldom realized. Perhaps the

most important issue to be addressed now is how NIU can sustain and expand this group and
embed research and inquiry into
the everyday activities of the
PDS.

Wiseman, D.L. & Knight, S . L.
(submitted manuscript). Standing
S~uaretvin both worlds: Establishing

research contexts in school university
partnerships.
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Invites you to attend

I

Linking Conference 2001
June 13 from 8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
N. 1. U. Hoffman Estates Campus
Planned Agenda:
Introduction of the School-Based Lraison
+

Update on Partnerships
National Board Certified Teacher Workshap
Preservice Teacher Presentations
Team Planning
Partnership Signings

.

Continental Breakfast, Lunch Buffet, and Refreshments for
Morning and Afternoon Breaks will be served

.
I,

Please join us iir maklng this year's conference a Success!
Additional information and registration materials
will be mailed at a later date.

Please email questions to Sherry Wisdom: s wisdomaniu. edu

m
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